Regional Conventions 2002: Singing Hope and Renewal
It’s Here!

The most important resource to come out since the Rite itself!

New!

Christ We Proclaim:
A Music And Liturgy Resource For The Rites Of Christian Initiation

Edited by Christopher Walker

Christ We Proclaim is an innovative, year-round resource for musicians, liturgists and RCIA team leaders to help their parishes participate fully in the RCIA process. It covers the entire period of Christian Initiation, from the Precatechumenate through Easter to the Mystagogy.

Christ We Proclaim helps you make better use of the provisions in the official ritual documents, The Rite Of Christian Initiation Of Adults. An edition of this text published by the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops is now available from Oregon Catholic Press.

For ordering information, please contact:
Oregon Catholic Press
1-800-LITURGY (548-8749) or www.ocp.org
Peter's Way Choir Tours

This could be your Choir in Rome!

TRAVEL WITH THE LEADER, AS NEARLY 750 CHOIRS HAVE DONE.

St. Thomas More Cathedral Choir - Richard Gibala, Director

PETER'S WAY will . . .

• obtain a confirmation for your choir to sing the Sunday Latin Liturgy at St. Peter Basilica.
• arrange a formal concert at the Church of St. Ignatius in Rome as part of their ongoing concert series.
• arrange your choir participation at the Papal Audience.
• take care of all your travel arrangements, leaving you to concentrate on the musical aspects of your tour.

PREVIEW A CHOIR TOUR!
CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR MUSIC DIRECTORS AND ORGANISTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French Canada</td>
<td>Montreal and Quebec</td>
<td>Oct. 19 - 25, 2002</td>
<td>$1,095 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Land of Saints and Scholars</td>
<td>Oct. 21 - 28, 2002</td>
<td>$1,195 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munich, Salzburg, Vienna</td>
<td>European Masters</td>
<td>Nov. 7 - 13, 2002</td>
<td>$1,195 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Madrid, Toledo &amp; Barcelona</td>
<td>Nov. 15 - 22, 2002</td>
<td>$1,195 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrines of Mexico</td>
<td>Our Lady of Guadalupe</td>
<td>Jan. 3 - 9, 2003</td>
<td>$995 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome, Assisi, Vatican City</td>
<td>Roman Polyphony</td>
<td>Feb. 20 - 27, 2003</td>
<td>$795 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregorian Chant Study Week in Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feb. 20 - 27, 2003</td>
<td>$1,195 + TAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Best in French Liturgical Music</td>
<td>Feb. 24 - Mar. 3, 2003</td>
<td>$1,195 + TAX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENJOY THESE SPECIALLY DESIGNED PROGRAMS AT SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED RATES. FULLY REFUNDABLE FROM NEW YORK WHEN YOU RETURN WITH YOUR OWN CHOIR!

For Further Information Please Call:
PETER'S WAY TOURS INC.
25 South Service Road — Suite 240 • Jericho, NY 11753-1065
800-443-6018 or 800-225-7662 • Fax 614-717-0347
email: ptersway@coil.com  website: www.petersway.com
From the President

A Time to Sing . . .
and a Time to Help

NPM is a treasure for all of us. This association has drawn us together because of our commitment to the ministry of pastoral music. It has helped us to grow in our ministry by giving us new skills, deepening our knowledge, and inspiring us to serve.

Through participation in NPM events, we have found new music for our assemblies, choirs, and ensembles. Many of us have made lifelong friends and have found support and companionship for our work in the church.

Thanks to the encouragement and resources they have received through NPM, our members have embraced the mission of fostering the art of musical liturgy. The work of pastoral musicians has made a profound difference for better music and worship in our parishes and has helped to form a more deeply committed community to bring Christ’s presence, healing, and reconciliation to the world.

The work of NPM is vital for the life of the church. It has become clear over the past few years that membership dues and program fees alone are inadequate to fund this important work. That is why the Board of Directors has inaugurated the NPM Annual Fund—to give all of us the opportunity to help support the association that has done so much for us and for the musical and liturgical life of the church.

If you have not yet received a letter and pledge card for the 2002 NPM Annual Fund, you will be contacted soon. Please respond as generously as you can and help us to continue providing support and resources for pastoral musicians and their ministry.

Together we can continue to make a difference.

Regional Conventions 2002

"Behold, I Make All Things New!" (Anaheim, California)
“Proclaiming Your Glory As We Sing, “Holy, Holy, Holy!” (Omaha, Nebraska)
"Voices of Hope" (Rochester, New York)

If you participated in one of this past summer’s conventions, you had the opportunity to experience firsthand:

- the thrill of joining in song together with hundreds of musicians;
- the spiritual enrichment of worshiping and praying together;
- the wonder of being part of a community of ministers who serve through music and worship;
- the opportunity to renew old friendships and develop new ones;
- the challenge of incorporating new insights and new ways of doing things;
- the joy of finding new or old musical treasures for assembly, choir, or instruments;
- the satisfaction of deepening liturgical, musical, and pastoral skills;
- the inspiration of fine musical performances.

If you missed out on this past summer’s conventions, we hope this issue of Pastoral Music gives you a taste of these three marvelous events. You’ll see some great photos from all of the conventions, which give some idea of the enthusiasm and variety that participants experienced. Read about the awards, scholarships, and gatherings of all kinds that took place in Anaheim, Omaha, and Rochester. Take some time to reflect on the challenging plenary addresses of Dr. Nathan Mitchell and Bishop Donald Trautman and the inspiring homilies of Father J-Glenn Murray and Bishop Matthew Clark. Check out the comments of convention participants about the aspects of our gatherings that they liked—or didn’t!

Our gathering in California helped all of us come to grips with the enormous diversity of the Catholic Church in the United States. Both the liturgies and the events of this gathering expressed the ever-growing cultural richness of our country, especially the blessings of the Hispanic and Asian presences and the ensuing impact on the worship and life of the church.

The convention in Omaha focused on another important theme of church life today—the need for dialogue, respect, and love even in the midst of differences in musical expression or approaches to liturgy. We heard the voices of youth and experienced the richness of the church’s musical tradition through robust singing and fine musical performances.

In Rochester we listened for the voices of hope in our midst and in the world around us. In the midst of the scandal of sexual abuse, disappointment over the state of liturgical renewal, and fear and uncertainty in the face of war and violence, we heard and proclaimed once again the good news of Jesus Christ. We heard the voices of hope in the music of the homeless, the songs of the children’s festival choir, the joyful shouts of Gospel music, the gentle sounds of the guitar, the majestic voice of the organ, and above all in the one voice of the church assembled for praise and prayer.

What a summer! Thanks to the local committees who extended such marvelous hospitality. Thanks to the talented musicians, speakers, clinicians, and others who inspired us. Thanks to everyone who participated in the conventions and deepened their commitment to pastoral music ministry.

Be sure to mark your calendar now for next summer’s national convention in Cincinnati, Ohio, July 14–18, 2003. On the fortieth anniversary of the Second Vatican Council’s Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, we will gather to celebrate “Christ Present . . . When the Church Prays and Sings.”

J. Michael McCall
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National Association of Pastoral Musicians
Mission Statement

The National Association of Pastoral Musicians (NPM) is a membership organization primarily composed of musicians, musician-liturgists, clergy, and other leaders of prayer devoted to serving the life and mission of the Church through fostering the art of musical liturgy in Roman Catholic worshiping communities in the United States of America.

Five Challenges
adopted by the NPM Board of Directors, August 1996

We are challenged to keep on singing a new Church, to stay committed to the ongoing renewal of the Church. As an Association, our challenge is to continue to teach the power of music in faith, to name and begin to heal divisions which too often are symbolized through musical styles. The center, of course, must always remain the message of Jesus who is the Christ.

We are challenged to maintain and develop competency in our ministry.
For full-time musicians, competency should expand to professionalism. For volunteer or part-time musicians, competency should include working at building knowledge and values but, most importantly, working to develop the skills to celebrate a musical liturgy in the parish or worshiping community.

We are challenged to ongoing formation.
As an Association, as a circle of friends, and as members in the discipleship of Jesus, we need to assist each other in the work of formation.

We are challenged to be an Association.
We associate with one another because we need each other. 
Koinonia is the bond of our Christian life. We associate to find ways of sharing our experiences of worship, to tell our stories of success and failure, to contribute to the growth of pastoral music.

We are challenged in our diversity to celebrate the unity we have through music.
Music holds a mysterious power to unite and to divide communities. The work of inculturating our liturgy challenges us to find ways to celebrate the transcultural vision of the church as a world community.
Readers' Response

Where Is the Student's Voice?

When I received the June-July 2002 issue of Pastoral Music, "Campus Ministry: Singing at the Crossroads," I was disappointed and frustrated. As an undergraduate studying liturgical music at the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota, and as a student music ministry coordinator employed by its campus ministry department, the topic covered by the issue is a relevant concern for me.

The five authors provided a one-sided view of campus ministry. While I believe it wasn't the intention of the authors, because they are all staff members of various campus ministries, the perspective of the student was not considered. As a student, where was my voice? Our voices were ignored. As Steve Warner wrote about “my labors with the Folk Choir,” as Annette Welsh wrote about her involvement with “recruitment,” and as Marie Rubis Bauer wrote about the flexibility and eagerness of students, they missed the opportunity to dialogue with students about these issues.

Where is the student's voice in NPM? Who asks us: “What is it like to leave your home and start anew in a foreign community? How does it feel to build anticipation and excitement throughout Advent with no climax at the campus setting? How do you feel when you return to your home parish during breaks or to new parishes after graduation?”? In this case, NPM's Pastoral Music did not include the students' voice. If the purpose of Pastoral Music is to be a forum for discussing “serving the life and mission of the Church through fostering the art of musical liturgy” (NPM Mission Statement), then all voices must be heard.

Because a voice is not included in this forum does not make it inauthentic. Unfortunately, this exclusion by a national organization is reflected in music ministries throughout this nation. Listening to stories of students, it is clear to me that, in parishes nationwide, music ministers do not listen to students often enough. I do not criticize the pursuit of the best-quality music ministry here; I criticize the missed opportunities of NPM and countless music ministers to include the voice of and listen to students and youth.

Regardless of the age level, we should heed the advice of From Age to Age: “Listen to Youth: We encourage local pastoral leaders to listen to the issues teens in their community raise” (81). Listening to youth and students—still a new concept—is not yet the norm, so additional effort must be made to take time to listen and hear their stories.

I recognize NPM's efforts, especially at the 2001 National Convention and on the NPM Council, yet more conscientious effort is needed. I call on NPM to be accountable to make this extra effort to include our voices in Pastoral Music and to continue to increase listening at conventions and at decision-making levels. I call on all music ministers to be accountable to listen to our voices in liturgy preparation and in music leadership. Finally, I call on all youth and students to speak out and share your stories. Do not become persuaded by those who say your voice doesn’t count or you don’t have enough experience—your stories, successes and failures are sacred and deserve to be included. Persist with compassion and love until your voices are heard!

Tim Westerhaus
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Worth a Second Glance

In response to John Flaherty's commentary in the June-July 2002 issue—"All Are Welcome? Have They Ever Been?"—I want to say: John, you've done a great job summing up the myriad variables facing those involved in campus ministry today.

I call attention though to one comment in your piece that most readers probably wouldn't give a second glance. You write, "Consider that young people today have hundreds of choices...and XM radio, with its hundreds of choices, is now a reality." Not really.

Satellite radio is better recognized by the trade names XM and Sirius. Since you mention XM, I'll limit my remarks to that satellite radio company. I don't need to get into the details of how satellite radio works...other than to say that XM broadcast channels are available basically anywhere in the country, once the receiver is installed and monthly subscription fees are paid. The listener selects a channel and the signal is available as one travels to and fro or just stays put. Nationwide radio, offering a variety of channels, is available at one's fingertips.

It sounds ideal, but look closer, specifically at the offerings of Christian music programming on XM. Salem Communications heads up XM Christian music programming...in Los Angeles, Salem owns and operates KKLA, KRLA, and KPSH, and it produces CPR/Christian Pirate Radio. KFSH 95.9 FM, known as "The Fish" shares the same name as "The Fish" that broadcasts "adult contemporary Christian hits" on XM Channel 32. Salem also programs XM Channel 31, "The Torch"—"Christian Music That Rocks," as well as XM's Gospel music channel and Christian talk channel.

There's nothing wrong with this programming other than the fact that Catholicism and publicly recognized Catholic musicians aren't given a venue. Nor are other non-Evangelical perspectives given a venue: Mormons, Jehovah's Witnesses, and Adventists are all missing from the lineup. Non-Christian reli-
regions—Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist—are missing from the choices of music channels as well as talk channels. Hundreds of choices, John? Not really.

For authentic music choice, tune in to local and non-corporate stations, such as college radio. Most stations, corporate and non-corporate, now stream on the net. One can pick up stations on a computer from across the globe these days. Many of the channels offered by cable and satellite can be picked up the same way. Satellite radio offers one choice among hundreds, not really the other way around.

As a Catholic, seeking both a Catholic as well as a catholic musical experience, I tune in wherever that programming takes place, and, at this point, I’ve yet to go satellite.

Teri Seipel
Riverside, California

Ms Seipel hosts Cross Reaction on KUCR 88.3 FM, the radio station of the University of California, Riverside.

Too Many Purists

A very wise and talented music professor once announced to his music history class that “good music is that music I wish to hear.” In saying this, he encouraged his students to study not only the music of the masters but also to listen and learn from ethnic music, folk, jazz, and popular. He reminded us that the masters were the popular composers of their day and that good, worthy music was not limited to one generation or one genre.

As a pastoral musician for more than sixteen years, I believe my job is to serve the liturgical and musical needs of my parish. In doing that, I cannot take a “one size fits all” approach, as so many of your articles urge. Many of the articles published in Pastoral Music are written by “music purists” who would try to convince us that only music composed prior to 1900 or only contemporary music is worthy. Both camps try to convince us that their perception of what music is liturgical and proper and deserving to be sung is the correct perception. [In her letter’s heading, the writer made specific reference to the article “Creativity and Tradition” by Joseph P. Swain in the August-September 2001 issue.]

Those who say the Latin chant and/or four-part hymns of prior times are the only music worthy to be sung selectively ignore many historical facts, among them: Latin chant was not meant for the people in the pews; over the centuries Latin chant became increasingly more complex and could only be sung by trained choirs; composers began using folk songs or songs that people knew as a basis for a Mass (the “L’Homme armé” period of music history); many of the old four-part hymns are based on folk songs, e.g., “Greensleeves” / “What Child Is This.” So many classical purists place the masters on pedestals but ignore the fact that these composers were the popular—and sometimes not so popular—composers of their day. Bach had trouble with his pastors and church councils; it seems they were critical of some of his compositions and organ playing.

Those who espouse the view that the only good music is new music miss the point that not all new music will stand the test of time. For every “On Eagles’ Wings” or “You Are Mine” or “The Cloud’s Veil” there are other pieces that will mercifully fade into oblivion.

Those who adamantly state that only this kind of music or that kind of music is appropriate or prayerful or liturgically correct lose track of the fact that each parish is made up of people from all walks of life, all ages, and many different backgrounds. The choir I direct has a wide variety of music in its repertoire, everything from Mozart’s “Ave Verum,” Bach’s “Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring,” and Palestrina’s “Adoramus Te,” to Pange lingua gloriosi in chant mode III, to contemporary compositions by Hurd, Haas, Lawton, and others. We have sung a three-part arrangement of Pachelbel’s Canon in D at Easter that caused people to applaud spontaneously at its end. We recently added “The Cloud’s Veil” by Liam Lawton, which people joined in singing the first time they heard it.

I help with the children’s choir at our Catholic school, where students have learned many pieces that are new to them: Schubert’s “Ave Maria” and a new Gospel tune by Michael Mahler—“Give Us Your Peace”—to name just two. Each was eagerly accepted and sung wonderfully well. Each had the students participating.

A pastoral musician is charged to choose music that is prayerful and encourages people to sing. This magazine should help us. Continue to publish practical articles from other parish musicians about new and old music that was welcomed in their parishes; question-and-answer columns that give advice, not judgments; articles with tips for choir directors, cantors, and song leaders. And, yes, continue [to publish] articles that delve into our history, our traditions. But please no more articles by liturgical purists who only serve to try and separate musicians into “us versus them” camps.

Carol A. White
Eugene, Oregon

Responses Welcome

We welcome your response, but all correspondence is subject to editing for length. Address your response to Editor, Pastoral Music, at one of the following addresses. By postal service: 225 Sheridan Street, NW, Washington, DC 20011-1452. By fax: (202) 723-2262. By e-mail: npmadit@npm.org.
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Nearly 2,500 Served

Close to 2,500 people participated in our three regional conventions this year, with the largest number (1,203) coming to the Region I Convention in Rochester, New York. Both of the other conventions drew about an equal number of participants: 662 at the Region II Convention in Omaha, Nebraska, and 624 at the Region III Convention in Anaheim.

All three conventions were well received: In their evaluations, participants rated each one about a four out of a possible five overall (Anaheim: 3.9; Omaha: 4.1; Rochester: 4.2).

Events that proved particularly popular included the Thursday morning and evening prayer, and the convention Eucharist, the plenum sessions with Rev. J. Glenn Murray SJ, and Mr. Tom Conry, the pre-convention Music Educators' Day and the Mission Crawl to Mission San Juan Capistrano, the performance by Anonymous 4, and the choral concert with the Los Angeles Children's Chorus and the Cathedral Youth Choirs of Corpus Christi, Texas.

In Omaha, all of the prayer events including the convention Eucharist received high marks. The best-received of the three plenum dialogues was the one featuring Rev. John Foley, SJ, and Dr. James Savage. The pre-convention Music Educators' Day, Liturgical Space Tour, and Organ Crawl pleased their participants. All of the concerts were rated 4.6 or higher: the Tuesday evening hymn festival, the youth choir concerts at Girls and Boys Town on Wednesday morning, and the performance by the Omaha Chamber Singers and the Omaha Symphony Chamber Orchestra on Thursday. Food, not surprisingly, was also well received, including the ice cream social on Thursday evening.

Rochester's greatest hits included the times for shared prayer, especially the closing Eucharist. The best-received of the three plenum presentations was by Rev. Edward Foley, CAPUCHIN, though all received high marks, and the multicultural events (banquet followed by performance) were also well received. Participants in the NPM/AGO Children's Choir Festival were enthusiastic in their evaluation. People appreciated all of the concerts, including the pre-convention organ recital by Dr. David Craighead. One traditional performance (Opera Sacra) and one contemporary (Crossroads of Praise) received the highest marks, though the Boston Archdiocesan Black Choir and Madrigalia's performance of Hildegard's Ordo Virtutum both rated well over 4.0. The fun hit of the whole convention, however, clearly was Thursday evening's "Singing History" with Father James Chepponis and the Pittsburgh Rockettes.

Día de Ministerio Hispano

Nearly sixty Hispanic musicians and musicians serving Hispanic-American parishes participated in the special Hispanic Ministry Day in Anaheim. The event, hosted by St. Columban Church, began with the parish Sunday Mass in Spanish. Led by Jaime Cortez, Peter Kolar, and Elena Platas, the rest of the day included discussions about the concerns of music ministers working with Hispanic communities, an opportunity to review materials in Spanish from major publishers, and breakout sessions on ritual music, the structure of the Mass, and improving musical skills.

Asian and Pacific Rim Musicians

Twenty-five representatives of Asian and Pacific Rim communities in the United States met for a day of shared music, food, and discussion during the Anaheim Regional Convention. The listening session, facilitated by Rev. Ricky Manalo, CSB, who was assisted by Brother Rufino Zaragoza, OFMS, brought together leaders from the Chinese, Filipino, Cambodian, Vietnamese, and Tongan communities to reflect on issues related to music, liturgy, and inculturation. All agreed that the next step is to bring the NPM Ad Hoc Section on Asian and Pacific Rim Communities into a more ac-
tive stance and to recruit members for its guiding Standing Committee.

S c h o o l s  2 0 0 2

1,000 Participants; 15 Schools; 14 Locations

This spring and summer, NPM hosted more than 1,000 participants at our schools, institutes, and other educational opportunities. The one-day General Instruction Seminar in Chicago drew the largest group of participants - 200 — and the three General Instruction Seminars together accounted for more than 400 people. Of the two- and three-day programs, the single most popular program was the three-day Pastoral Liturgy Express in Albuquerque, New Mexico, attended by 114 people, while the Cantor Express School remained the most popular of the programs offered at several sites, as it has for several years: A total of 242 people participated in this program at five sites. Among our longer five-day programs, the old standbys remain strong: the School for Guitarists drew 58 people to Erlanger, Kentucky, and the Choir Director Institute brought 47 people to Lakeside, Ohio. Though early in the summer season, the four-day Pastoral Liturgy Institute still drew 32 people to Tampa, Florida, and the three-day School for Children’s Choir Directors attracted 57 participants to Belleville, Illinois. Other successful schools included the School for Organists-Choir Directors and the School for Handbell Choir Directors.

Planning for 2003

Because of staffing changes in the Education Department (see “A New Shape for Education” below), plans for 2003 are not yet firmly in place. What we can tell you, though, is that we will be offering some “old favorites” next summer as well as some new and innovative programs to serve the needs of our members and the Catholic Churches in the United States.

Among the “old favorites” is our popular Cantor Express program, which will be offered at several sites, and a group of programs for organists and choir directors. Schools for guitarists and other instrumentalists are being scheduled now, as well as programs for pastoral liturgists.

New approaches to our educational offerings include an extension to several more dioceses of this year’s very popular one-day seminar on the General Instruction of the Roman Missal 2000; these programs will be offered through the fall and winter. We also hope to implement an innovative program for small and rural parishes and a new approach to our Gregorian chant program.

Watch for announcements about these programs and others that we are offering to improve the quality of pastoral musicianship and liturgy among the North American churches. Notices will be appearing in upcoming issues of Pastoral Music and on the NPM website — www.npm.org — and brochures will be mailed to NPM members and to U.S. parishes.

M e m b e r s  U p d a t e

Strategic Planning

Just before the Rochester Convention, the NPM Council, the Board of Directors, and some staff members met for a day of strategic planning. Led by consultant Mary Ann Pobicki, the group reviewed current data about the association as well as perceptions about NPM as the basis for planning. Acknowledging the challenge of addressing the interests of a diverse membership with a fairly small national staff, limited budget, and limited program resources, the group engaged in a “SWOT analysis,” examining the association’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities in the current environment, and threats that may face us. With this material, the participants then identified issues that we will have to face between 2003 and 2005, which they passed along to the NPM Board for its meeting in late September. A report on the results of that meeting will appear in the next issue of Pastoral Music.

From NPM to FDLC

After more than twelve years of service as NPM’s convention coordinator (and, for several years, our schools coordinator as well), Lisa Tarker has been appointed executive director of the Federation of Diocesan Liturgical Commissions (FDLC), effective September 1. Lisa has been a key member of the NPM staff, a dedicated and tireless worker who has actively promoted the vision of the association in her work. The FDLC is indeed fortunate to have her as its new executive director. All of us at NPM will miss her greatly, and we wish her every blessing in her new position.

A New Shape for Education

NPM’s Education Department is going to be restructured over the next few months. A new structure will be put in place to make it more efficient. A new chairperson will be appointed. Hopefully, the new chairperson will be able to bring in a new perspective to the department.

Continued on page eleven
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Going to Europe
With your Choir?

Go with the name you can trust...
Catholic Travel Centre

The New All Saints Roman Catholic Choir of Baltimore, Maryland
"A Musical Tour of Venice, Florence & Rome" — September 2001

Your choir is planning to go to Europe, and you want to go with a company that has the reputation for 'coming through' for its clients.
You want good hotels. You want tasty meals at fun restaurants. You want confirmed venues.
Most of all, you want to receive what you are promised.
You want Catholic Travel Centre.

Find out why our many repeat clients have named us —
'The most trusted name in religious group travel.'

To start planning your memorable choir tour to England, Ireland, France, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Austria, Italy, Czech Republic, Hungary or Poland.... contact us today.

For more information:
(800) 553-5233 Ask for Carol,
E-mail: info@GoCatholicTravel.com
Web: www.GoCatholicTravel.com

Catholic Travel Centre
Worldwide Tours and Pilgrimages
4444 Riverside Dr, Suite 301
Burbank, CA 91505
CST: 2018667-40
Lisa, NPM will not be the same without you! We will miss not only your intelligence and organizational abilities but also your gentleness and good humor. However, those of us who participate in the Federation of Diocesan Liturgical Commissions look forward to many good years with you at the helm of our national office.

Charles Gardner
Chair, NPM Board of Directors

Lisa, you brought to this work an enjoyable and friendly personality, dedication to the church and its liturgy, a degree in political science, graduate work in religion and religious education, a career as a sports reporter, years as the membership director of The Liturgical Conference, and the support of a wonderful and growing family. You take with you to FDLC the rich experience you have gained here (the bad as well as the good), the thanks of thousands of grateful NPM members, and the prayers of a staff who will miss your talented and dedicated work, your wonderful and friendly personality, and your deep faith.

The NPM Staff

Lisa Tarker: Tireless, dedicated, organized, friendly, diligent, prudent, opinionated, goal-directed, artsy, jacketed, smiling, concerned, caring, loving, and a good friend. I have been privileged to work with Lisa in planning the 1995 Cincinnati Convention and in the beginning planning stages of the 2003 Cincinnati Convention. I know Lisa well, and I am privileged to know her husband and children, her work, her spirit, and her talents.

Since everyone who has worked with her will no doubt recall Lisa’s successes and super-human organizational strengths, now that she is leaving I can tell you that she is human as well. I cite Taize evening prayer in Cincinnati in 1995, where Lisa scheduled a room set for 200 and 2,000 arrived, as we watched helplessly. I cite also the five-piece amplified band playing in the room next to the cantor workshop. I remember Lisa’s newborn son, Benjamin, nursing through his mother’s discussion with a convention presenter in 1995, and little Abigail cooing in the background when I called Lisa at her office recently. I remember Lisa’s singing and her fuss over the lack of an olive. I remember Lisa wanting the world on her table in Rochester.

Although Lisa is standing me up by leaving NPM in the middle of plans for 2003, I know that she is doing what is best for her, for her family, and for her future. To know Lisa is to love her. The staff and members of the FDLC are lucky people. The members and staff of NPM are also lucky people, for we have been graced with Lisa Tarker.

Anne Ketzer
Chair, 2003 National Convention

Sto lat, Lisa!
months. Father Paul Colloton, OP, will continue to serve as director of continuing education with overall responsibility for both conventions and schools. The positions of convention coordinator and program coordinator for education will be combined into a new position to be called program coordinator. Jim Alphen, who has done a marvelous job of coordinating the schools as program coordinator for education, will be leaving his post by December 31. We will soon begin an active search for someone to fill the new position.

Scholarship Winners

Jennifer Kieffer (see photo on page eight) is the recipient of this year’s NPM Members’ Scholarship, a $5,000 grant from funds donated by participants in the 2001 NPM National Convention. She played a communion hymn on the organ for the first time when she was nine years old, and by the time she was twelve she was playing for complete Masses. She has served as an assistant organist at St. Joseph Cathedral in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, as well as in several other LaCrosse parishes, and she has also been a cantor, choir member, and accompanist. While a student at Aquinas High School, Jennifer was twice invited to be one of the seven organists participating in the citywide Lenten Organ Concert Series, an annual fundraiser for the LaCrosse Symphony Orchestra. After five years of private organ study in LaCrosse, Jennifer is currently beginning her second year of studies toward a bachelor degree at St. Olaf College in Northfield, Minnesota.

Gregory R. Homza, CAGO, was awarded the NPM Koionia/Board of Directors $2,000 Scholarship, also drawn from funds donated by our members. Greg serves as director of music and liturgy for St. Vincent de Paul Parish in Bedford, Indiana, where he trains and directs the adult and children’s choirs and oversees the majority of musical and liturgical activities within the parish. He is also currently a doctoral student majoring in organ and church music and minoring in choral conducting and music education at Indiana University. Greg is also the assistant principal cellist of both the Columbus Indiana Philharmonic and the Terre Haute Symphonic Orchestra. He hopes one day to serve as a music and/or liturgy director for a cathedral parish or diocesan office of worship. He will use his scholarship to help pay for his education at IU.

Brian Hunt has been named recipient of the 2002 GIA/NPM $1,500 Pastoral Musician Scholarship, a grant made possible by GIA Publications. Since August 2001 he has been the director of music and organist for St. John’s Parish in Lexington, Kentucky. Brian is working toward a master of music degree with a church music emphasis at the University of Kentucky. He is a member of the Lexington Chapter of the American Guild of Organists and a friend of the Royal School of Church Music. As a part of his graduate study, Brian will be earning six to nine credit hours at Lexington Theological Seminary; he has recently been appointed a part-time instructor there for the seminary choir. In music ministry over the previous twenty-two years, Brian has served several churches in the Central Kentucky area.

Myron B. Patterson, a native of England now living with his family in Salt Lake City, Utah, will use this year’s $2,000 Paluch Family Foundation/WLP Scholarship, from J. S. Paluch/World Library Publications, to continue his studies toward a doctor of sacred music from the Graduate Theological Foundation, Oxford. A parishioner at the Cathedral of the Madeleine who has served on the formation and school boards of the Madeleine Choir School, Myron is currently organist at Bountiful Community Church in Salt Lake City and an adjunct associate professor of organ and the fine arts librarian at the University of Utah. He is also principal organist for the Salt Lake Symphony Orchestra and the founder and musical director of The Canterbury Singers, a sixteen-voice choir specializing in ecclesiastical music. In addition to his master of music degree from Northwestern University, Myron has earned the ATCL in piano pedagogy and the LTCL in organ performance from Trinity College, London, and the ARCCO (CHM) diplomas in organ and choir training from the Royal Canadian College of Organists.

Walter Stout, recipient of the $2,000 MuSonics Scholarship from MuSonics—acoustics, sound, and music design and consulting, Golden, Colorado—has served as director of music and organist for the Church of St. Mary in Tulsa, Oklahoma, for five years. Since 1977, he has served as a church musician in churches with congregations as small as 12 members and as large as 1,950 families. Walter earned his master of music degree from the University of Tulsa, and he is currently enrolled in the doctor of musical arts program at the University of Oklahoma in Norman. This scholarship award will prove very useful in defraying education costs, at least in part because last year, in pursuit of his doctorate, Mr. Stout traveled more than 13,000 miles during the academic year.

Zachary Holzer of Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, won the $1,500 OCP Scholarship, donated by OCP Publications; he will use this grant in pursuit of a music education and church music degree from Silver Lake College in Manitowoc, Wisconsin. While continuing his studies, Zach also serves as the director of liturgical music for St. Thomas the Apostle Catholic Community in Newton, Wisconsin. When he was a high school freshman, he served as a substitute organist and pianist at St. Mary Catholic Church in Sheboygan Falls, and he also ministered as a cantor, choir member, and, by his junior year, substitute conductor of the adult choir. In the summer before his senior year in high school, Zach became the music director and organist at St. Peter Episcopal Church, moving in the fall of 2001 to St. Thomas. As a senior at Silver Lake, he also participates in campus music ministry.

Mary Catherine Levi received the $1,000 Funk Family Memorial Scholarship, donated by members of the family of Rev. Virgil C. Funk, to assist with her education at the University of Notre Dame in Indiana. Before her graduation this spring from St. Joseph High School in Natrona Heights, Pennsylvania, Mary Catherine had already dedicated seven years to organ
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studies and ten years to studying the piano. This summer, she won the Aikens Cadman State Audition in organ performance sponsored by the Pennsylvania Federation of Music Clubs, and she recently received a merit award in organ performance from the National Foundation for Advancement of the Arts. Mary Catherine has also received the Eagle of the Cross Award from the Diocese of Pittsburgh, a gold medal as an Outstanding Young Citizen from the Pittsburgh Tribune Review, and recognition as an All-Star Achiever from the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. At Notre Dame, she intends to pursue a double major in organ performance and liberal studies.

Meghan Pilar Whittier, who was awarded the $1,000 Dosogne/Rendler-Georgetown Chorale Scholarship, is a vocal performance major at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, where she also serves as a student music minister, cantor, soloist, and choir member at St. Robert Bellarmine Chapel under the direction of Dr. Elaine Rendler. Meghan also performs regularly as a soloist and chorus member for classical and sacred music repertoire. During the 2001-2002 academic year, Meghan was a Melton Fellowship Teacher, offering private voice lessons to three underprivileged high school students, and she is involved in several retreat and prayer activities on campus. Since she will finish her studies at George Mason this year, Meghan places to pursue at master’s degree in vocal performance and to continue to teach, perform, and minister using her vocal gifts. This scholarship uses funds donated in memory of Mr. Rene Dosogne, a noted church musician in the Chicago area and a faculty member at DePaul University School of Music. The Rendler-Georgetown Chorale fund was established by members of the Georgetown Chorale to celebrate the contributions of Dr. Elaine Rendler, a pastoral musician and educator and their choral director.

Anna Belle O’Shea received this year’s Rensselaer Challenge Grant, which uses funds donated by NPM and by St. Joseph’s College, Rensselaer, Indiana. A freelance liturgical flutist in the Chicago area, Anna Belle is also a member of the music staff for the Archdiocese of Chicago. She has played flute for liturgies throughout the United States as well as

Europe and has recorded more than a dozen albums of contemporary and traditional sacred music. As an active NPM member, she has served as a workshop clinician and liturgical musician for regional and national conventions. For twelve years, Anna Belle was principal flutist of the Northwest Indiana Symphony, and she is currently the music director of Flutes Unlimited, a fifty-member flute choir. Anna Belle returned to school at St. Joseph College, Rensselaer, Indiana, in 2000. She will use her grant to pursue her master’s degree in church music and liturgy.

Scholarships 2003

This summer, NPM members at the regional convention donated more than $5,000 for scholarships to be distributed in 2003. With the assistance of additional dedicated scholarship funds and the contributions of several generous industry and education partners, this means that NPM will be able to disburse more than $15,000 in scholarship grants next year. If you would like to add a contribution to the NPM scholarship funds, please send a check to NPM Scholarships, 225 Sheridan Street, NW, Washington, DC 20011-1452.

Details about applying for one of the scholarship grants may be found on page sixteen in this issue.

Youth Membership

Did you know that NPM offers a specially discounted youth membership? Available to anyone younger than twenty-one, this membership ($25 per year) offers the same benefits as an individual NPM membership, including all publications and the members’ discount on convention and school registration. Membership in the association also makes it possible for young pastoral musicians to apply for the various scholarships that NPM offers. Contact the Membership Office for further details or to sign up: npmmem@npm.org.

Certification

NPM offers organist certification to its members. The Basic Organist Certificate, developed by the Standing Committee for Organists, is a way to certify a musician’s achievement of the fundamentals of service organ playing expected of musicians serving Roman Catholic parishes. Five members successfully completed the requirements for this certificate in 2002:

Sister Ruth Adamites, OP, Deford, Michigan
Ms. Lillian Bouchey, Shawnee, Kansas
Mr. Andrew Magee, Gahanna, Ohio
Mr. Thomas W. O’Brien, St. Louis, Missouri
Ms. Barbara J. Rewa, Hamilton, Michigan

Working with the American Guild of Organists, NPM helped to develop a revised AGO service playing examination that allows NPM members to choose specific examples typical of the musical demands in Roman Catholic parishes. The candidate’s exam is graded by both NPM and AGO representatives. This year, six candidates successfully completed the requirements for the NPM/AGO Service Playing Certificate. They are:

Ms. Priscilla Budeiri, Arlington, Virginia
Mr. Edward L. Clinker, Bryan, Ohio
Mr. Henry Doktorski, Oakdale, Pennsylvania
Ms. Nancy E. Griffin, Overland Park, Kansas
John Morabito, Beaver, Pennsylvania
Ms. Elizabeth-Jane Pavlick, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

For additional information on these two certificates and their requirements, please contact the NPM National Office, 225 Sheridan Street, NW, Washington, DC 20011-1452. Phone: (202) 723-5800; fax: (202) 723-2262; e-mail: npmsing@npm.org.

Index Online

The index for Pastoral Music volumes twenty-one to twenty-six is posted on the NPM web page—www.npm.org. This new resource includes an index of titles for each issue as well as indexes of

Continued on page sixteen
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CONFERENCE CASSETTES
NPM Region I Convention
"Voices of Hope"
Riverside Convention Center • Rochester, New York • July 30-August 2, 2002
Audio Tapes Are $8.00 Each

KEYNOTE SESSIONS
☐ NPM-100 "CHILDREN'S CHOIR FESTIVAL"* Most Reverend Donald Trautman
☐ NPM-101 "VOICES OF HOPE FOR A RENEWED LITURGY"* Most Reverend Donald Trautman
☐ NPM-102 "WHEN THE PRAISES GO UP, THE BLESSING COME DOWN"* Archbishop of Boston Black Catholic Choir directed by Meyer Chambers
☐ NPM-104-A "CLOSING CONVENTION EUCHARIST" - Part I Most Reverend Matthew H. Clark, DD
☐ NPM-104-B "CLOSING CONVENTION EUCHARIST" - Part II Most Reverend Matthew H. Clark, DD
☐ NPM-138 "VOICES OF HOPE IN OUR CULTURE*" Dr. Jamie T. Phelps CP

WORKSHOPS
☐ NPM-105 A-1 "FINDING YOUR HOPEFUL VOICE"* Rev. Paul Colloton, OP, D.
☐ NPM-107 A-3 "FIRST SACERMENTS: CELEBRATIONS FOR THE WHOLE COMMUNITY"* Jean Heflin, Lori Osgood, & Sr. Karen Dietz
☐ NPM-108 A-5 "TAKE ME LEAD" Stephanie Horz
☐ NPM-109 A-6 "CONDUCTING FROM THE CONSOLE"* Dr. Lynn Trapp
☐ NPM-110 A-7 "ROLE OF THE LITURGICAL CHORUS" Richard Gibala
☐ NPM-111 A-8 "CANTANDO SALMO/SINGING THE PSALMS IN THE SPANISH AND BILINGUAL COMMUNITY"* H. Ricardo Ramirez
☐ NPM-112 A-9 "WORKING TOWARDS AN ELECTRIC REPERTOIRE"* Steven Warner
☐ NPM-113 A-11 "INULATION: DOCUMENTATION AND PAROCHIAL ISSUES"* Meyer Chambers, Harold Harden, Rev. Ricky Manalo & Dr. Doris Turek
☐ NPM-114 A-13 "GIFTED TO SERVE: INTEGRATING YOUTH INTO THE LITURGY"* Dr. Michael Thiesen
☐ NPM-115 A-14 "POUNTERS FOR BEGINNING LITURGICAL DANCE PRESENTATION"* John West & Robert Meyman
☐ NPM-117 B-4 "THE MUSICAL ELEMENTS IN THE NEW DOCUMENTS"* Sr. Judith Kubicki

☆☆☆ PACKAGE AUDIO TAPE SPECIALS ☆☆☆
☐ Any Three Tapes $22.00 ♦ ☐ Any Six Tapes $43.00 ♦ ☐ Any Twelve Tapes $83.00
☐ Six (6) Tape Storage Album $5.00 ♦ Twelve (12) Tape Storage Album $7.00

TV Videos Are $29.00 each

☐ NPM-100 "CHILDREN'S CHOIR FESTIVAL"* Most Reverend Donald Trautman
☐ NPM-101 "VOICES OF HOPE FOR A RENEWED LITURGY"* Most Reverend Donald Trautman
☐ NPM-102 "WHEN THE PRAISES GO UP, THE BLESSING COME DOWN"* Archbishop of Boston Black Catholic Choir - Meyer Chambers Director

☆☆☆ PACKAGE VIDEO TAPE SPECIALS ☆☆☆
☐ Any Three Videos $75.00 ♦ ☐ Any Four Videos $99.00 ♦ ☐ All Five Video $119.00

DELIVERY & SHIPPING: We pay shipping on all orders placed at the convention for tapes we are unable to deliver at the convention. If for any reason you do not wish to receive your order at the convention of if you are mailing this form in, please add one dollar ($1.00) PER TAPE for shipping within the USA and CANADA, $2.00 MINIMUM and $10.00 MAXIMUM. Overseas AIR MAIL, shipping of AUDIO Tapes is Three Dollars ($3.00) PER TAPE. SHIPPING ON ALL VIDEO TAPES IS THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) PER TAPE.

BILLING INFORMATION: A Minimum Order of $50.00 is required for invoicing. Any order less than $50.00 may be invoiced for an additional $6.00 processing fee. If Billing Address is different than the Shipping Address, please provide exact information for each Address.

CHARGE CARD INFORMATION

VISA MASTER CARD AMERICAN EXPRESS DISCOVER

EXPIRATION DATE

Signature as listed on charge card (required for charge card orders)

OFFICE USE ONLY

Phone Orders 1-800-473-TAPE

1-800-473-1588 (B273)

Name
Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone Number

MAIL ORDER TO:
Veranda COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
4229 TAYLORSVILLE ROAD, LOUISVILLE, KY 40220
Phone: (502) 485-1484 Fax: (502) 485-1482
Revised 02/28/92

GUARANTEED POLICY: If for any reason you are not happy with the tapes you have received from VERANDA COMMUNICATIONS, INC. please advise. It is our policy to Refund Your Money, Replace a defective Tape or allow you to Select Another Tape from the listing. YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.
CONFERENCER CASSETTES
NPM Region II Convention
"AS WE SING HOLY, HOLY, HOLY"
Doubletree Hotel • Omaha, Nebraska • July 9-12, 2002
Audio Tapes Are $8.00 Each

KEYNOTE SESSIONS

☐ NPM-101-A "CAN/CAN'T; WILL/WON'T CATHOLICS AND MUSICAL LITURGY" Dr. Nathan Mitchell, Msgr. Francis Mannion Part I

☐ NPM-101-B "CAN/CAN'T; WILL/WON'T CATHOLICS AND MUSICAL LITURGY" Dr. Nathan Mitchell, Msgr. Francis Mannion Part II


☐ NPM-103 "THIRD DIALOGUE: MUSICAL DISCIPLESHIP SOMETIMES STAND DIVIDED AGAINST THEMSELVES" Rev. John Foley, and Dr. James Strange

☐ NPM-104-A "CLOSING CONVENTION EUCARIST" - PART I St. Cecilia's Cathedral • Rev. Rodney Adams

☐ NPM-104-B "CLOSING CONVENTION EUCARIST" - PART II St. Cecilia's Cathedral • Rev. Rodney Adams

WORKSHOPS

☐ NPM-105 A-2 "ISSUES AROUND BUILDING AN ORGAN FOR A CHURCH" Gene Bedient & Dr. Marie Rubis Bauer

☐ NPM-106 A-3 "DEVELOPING THE CHILD'S SINGING VOICE" Michael Wustrow

☐ NPM-107 A-5 "SOUND AND TECHNICAL CONCERNS FOR THE ENSEMBLE MUSICIAN" • Martin Willett

☐ NPM-108 A-7 "REPERTOIRE AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE SMALL CHOIR" • Paul French

☐ NPM-110 A-8 "LEADER FOR SMALL AND RURAL PARISHES...NPM SCHOOLS" • Rev. Paul Colliton

☐ NPM-111 A-9 "MUSIC FROM AND FOR THE WHOLE CHURCH" • Mary Haugen


☐ NPM-113 B-2 "THE LITURGICAL USE OF THE ORGAN" • Dr. Marie Rubis Bauer

☐ NPM-115 B-3 "REPERTOIRE FOR THE CHILDREN'S CHOIR" • Michael Wustrow

☐ NPM-116 B-4 "THE NEW DOCUMENTS" • Rev. Paul Turner

☐ NPM-117 B-5 "MECHANICS OF PARISH MUSIC" • Part I Marty Haugen

☐ NPM-118 B-7 "BASIC CHORAL CONDUCTING" • Part I Paul French

☐ NPM-119 B-9 "CELEBRATING THE LITURGY WITH DIVINE CULTURES" • Clara Dina Hinjoesa

☐ NPM-120 B-11 "BECOME WHAT YOU SING: THE CHALLENGE" • Part I Dr. Nathan Mitchell

☐ NPM-121 B-2 "BASIC SKILLS FOR ORGANISTS" • Dr. Quentin Faulkner

☐ NPM-122 B-3 "THE SUCCESSFUL CHILDREN'S CHOIR" • Michael Wustrow

☐ NPM-123 C-4 "PREACHING: FACILITATING COMMUNAL SPIRITUAL DIRECTION" • Rev. Rodney Adams

☐ NPM-124 C-5 "MECHANICS OF PARISH MUSIC" • Part II Marty Haugen

☐ NPM-125 C-7 "BASIC CHORAL CONDUCTING" • Part II Paul French

☐ NPM-126 C-8 "DOING THE BEST WITH WHAT YOU GOT" • Rev. Ron Noecker

★★★★ PACKAGE AUDIO TAPE SPECIALS ★★★★

☐ Any Three Tapes $22.00 ● ☐ Any Six Tapes $43.00 ● ☐ Any Twelve Tapes $83.00
☐ Six (6) Tape Storage Album $5.00 ☐ Twelve (12) Tape Storage Album $7.00

Video Tapes Are $29.00 each

★★★★ PACKAGE VIDEO TAPE SPECIALS ★★★★

☐ Any Three Videos $75.00 ● ☐ Any Four Video $99.00

DELIVERY & SHIPPING: We pay shipping on all orders placed at the convention for tapes we are unable to deliver at the convention. If for any reason you do not wish to take delivery of your order at the convention or if you are mailing this form in, please add One Dollar ($1.00) PER TAPE for shipping within the USA and CANADA, $2.00 MINIMUM and $10.00 MAXIMUM. Overseas AIR MAIL shipping of AUDIO Tapes is Three Dollars ($3.00) PER TAPE. SHIPPING ON ALL VIDEO TAPES IS THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) PER TAPE.

BILLING INFORMATION: A Minimum Order of $50.00 is required for Invoicing. Any order less than $50.00 may be invoiced for an additional $5.00 processing fee. If Billing Address is different than the Shipping Address, please provide exact information for each Address.

CHARGE CARD INFORMATION

VISA □ MASTER CARD □ AM EXP □ DISCOVER □

EXPIRATION DATE

Signature as listed on charge card (required for charge card orders) O F F I C E U S E O N L Y

Phone Orders

BILL Check #

1-800-473-TAPE (9273)

MAIL ORDER TO:

Veranda COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
4229 TAYLORSVILLE ROAD, LOUISVILLE, KY 40220
Phone: (502) 485-1484 FAX: (502) 485-1482

Revised 07/16/00

GUARANTEED POLICY: If for any reason you are not happy with the tapes you have received from VERANDA COMMUNICATIONS, INC, please advise. It is our policy to Refund Your Money, Replace a defective Tape or allow you to Select Another Tape from the listing. YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.
CONFERENCE CASSETTES
NPM Region III Convention
"Behold, I Make All Things New"
Hyatt Regency Alicante • Anaheim, California, • June 24-28, 2002
Audio Tapes Are $8.00 Each

KEYNOTE SESSIONS
☐ NPM-101 "CHRIST IS MAKING ALL THINGS NEW IN A CHURCH OF MANY FACES" Rev. J- Glenn Murray
☐ NPM-102 "EMBRACING THE WORLD CHURCH—AMONG US AND BEYOND US" Dr. James D. Whiteman and Dr. Evelyn Eaton Whitehead
☐ NPM-103 "AUTHENTIC RITUAL: REBELLION AND LIFE" - Tom Conry
☐ NPM-104-A "CLOSING CONVENTION EUCHARIST" - PART I St. Callistus Church
☐ NPM-104-B "CLOSING CONVENTION EUCHARIST" - PART II St. Callistus Church

WORKSHOPS
☐ NPM-105 A-2 "THE MINISTRY OF THE CANTOR" Dr. Michael Connolly
☐ NPM-106 A-3 "MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE" Dr. Allison Luebeke
☐ NPM-107 A-4 "ORGAN BASICS FOR PIANISTS AND KEYBOARD PLAYERS" Nancy Deacon
☐ NPM-109 A-8 "THE LITURGY OF THE WORD" Rev. William Cieslak
☐ NPM-110 A-9 "LITURGICAL ENSEMBLE IN MINISTRY TO THE WHOLE PARISH" - PART I Fred Peralta, Maggie Lee, Nancy Del Vecchio
☐ NPM-111 A-10 "THE SCHOOL YEAR AND LITURICAL SEASONS: A VERNACULAR APPROACH TO CAMPUS CELEBRATION" Don Gianaleti
☐ NPM-113 A-12 "LITURGY WITH CHILDREN: SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT" Rev. Paul Colloton
☐ NPM-115 B-2 "THE CANTOR AS TRANSPARENT ANIMATEUR" Dr. Michael Connolly
☐ NPM-116 B-3 "CONDUCTING FROM THE CONSOLE" Dr. James Vail

WORKSHOPS (continued)
☐ NPM-117 B-4 "SERVICE PLAYING FOR PIANISTS" Nancy Deacon
☐ NPM-120 B-6 "LITURGICAL ENSEMBLE IN MINISTRY TO THE WHOLE PARISH" - PART I Fred Peralta, Maggie Lee, Nancy Del Vecchio
☐ NPM-123 C-3 "ADAPTING VARIOUS STYLES OF MUSIC TO THE ORGAN" Dr. Lynn Trapp
☐ NPM-124 C-4 "DIRECTOR OF MUSIC MINISTRY AND LITURGY" John Erdard
☐ NPM-125-A C-9 "USE OF PURCUSSION IN ENSEMBLE" PART I Mike Pacilic
☐ NPM-125-B C-9 "USE OF PURCUSSION IN ENSEMBLE" PART II Mike Pacilic
☐ NPM-126 C-7 "SINGING AND PERSIDING" PART I Rev. William Cieslak
☐ NPM-127 C-8 "RECEIVE WHO YOU PLANNING FOR SACRAMENTAL RITES" Dr. Jeffery VanderWilt
☐ NPM-128 C-9 "HELP IM MY CHOIR IS SHRINKING" - Annette Welsh
☐ NPM-130 C-14 "MENTORING YOUNG MUSICIANS" - Part II Joe Mattingly, Mike Norman Patrick Flaherty
☐ NPM-131 D-2 "VOCAL SKILLS FOR THE PRAYERFUL CANTOR" - Part II Kathleen DeJardin
☐ NPM-132 D-3 "SEASONAL ORGAN REPERTOIRE" Dr. Lynn Trapp
☐ NPM-133 D-4 "LEADING FROM THE PIANO" John Erdard
☐ NPM-135 D-7 "SINGING AND PRESIDING" PART II Rev. William Cieslak
☐ NPM-136 D-8 "RENEW THE SEASONS: PLANNING THE LITURGICAL YEAR" Dr. Jeffery VanderWilt
☐ NPM-140 D-14 "THE ROLE OF THE CANTOR IN VARIOUS CULTURES" Steven Van Wyhe

PACKAGE AUDIO TAPE SPECIALS
☐ Any Three Tapes $22.00 • ☐ Any Six Tapes $43.00 • ☐ Any Twelve Tapes $83.00
☐ Six (6) Tape Storage Album $5.00 • Twelve (12) Tape Storage Album $7.00

Video Tapes Are $29.00 each

☐ NPM-101 "CHRIST IS MAKING ALL THINGS NEW IN A CHURCH OF MANY FACES" Rev. J-Glenn Murray
☐ NPM-102 "EMBRACING THE WORLD CHURCH—AMONG US AND BEYOND US" Dr. Evelyn Eaton Whitehead

PACKAGE VIDEO TAPE SPECIALS
☐ Any Three Videos $75.00 • ☐ Any Four Video $99.00

DELIVERY & SHIPPING: We pay shipping on all orders placed at the convention for tapes we are unable to deliver at the convention. If for any reason you do not wish to take delivery of your order at the convention or if you are mailing this form in, please add One Dollar ($1.00) PER TAPE for shipping within the USA and CANADA, $2.00 MINIMUM and $6.00 MAXIMUM. Overseas AIR MAIL shipping of AUDIO Tapes is Three Dollars ($3.00) PER TAPE. SHIPPING ON ALL VIDEO TAPES IS THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) PER TAPE.

BILLING INFORMATION: A Minimum Order of $50.00 is required for invoicing. Any order less than $50.00 may be invoiced for an additional $5.00 processing fee. If Billing Address is different than the Shipping Address, please provide exact information for each Address.

CHARGE CARD INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISA</th>
<th>MASTERCARD</th>
<th>AMERICAN EXPRESS</th>
<th>DISCOVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EXPIRATION DATE

Phone Orders 1-800-473-8332-TAPE (8273)

MAIL ORDER TO:
Veranda COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
4229 TAYLORSVILLE ROAD, LOUISVILLE, KY 40220
Phone: (502) 485-1484 • FAX: (502) 485-1482

Revised 09/2002

GUARANTEED POLICY: If for any reason you are not happy with the tapes you have received from VERANDA COMMUNICATIONS, INC. please advise. It is our policy to Refund Your Money, Replace a defective Tape or allow you to Select Another Tape from the listing. YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.
article titles, authors, and selected “features” (e.g., music and book reviews). One of the most helpful indexes for people using this resource for research is the subject index, which lists the various subjects addressed in the articles in these volumes.

The index for the first twenty volumes of Pastoral Music is still available in print for $12.00. Order from NPM Publications at (202) 723-5800.

Honors Choir 2003

Members of the 2003 NPM Honors Choir, chosen through audition, will participate in a week of intensive rehearsal in preparation for a concert at Cincinnati’s Cathedral of St. Peter in Chains for the NPM National Convention. Mr. Anthony DiCello will be leading the rehearsals and directing the performance. He is the director of music ministries at the cathedral and an assistant professor of music and pastoral studies at the Athenaeum of Ohio (Mt. St. Mary Seminary of the West). Rehearsals will take place during the convention week, leading to the choral concert on Thursday, July 17. Application packets for those interested in being part of this extraordinary choir will be available in late October 2002. Applicants will complete forms, submit non-professional audition tapes, and register for the national convention in Cincinnati. Deadline for applications is February 21; acceptance decisions will be made by March 5. For an application packet, write: NPM National Honors Choir Applications, NPM West, 1513 SW Marlow, Portland, OR 97225. Phone: (503) 297-1212; e-mail: npmwest@npm.org.

Keep in Mind

Ms Joan King, longtime NPM member who had served for twenty-nine years as the director of music ministries at St. Dominic Parish in downtown Washington, DC, died of pneumonia at the age fifty-nine on July 2. She was hospitalized on Sunday, June 30, after returning from a month in Italy, and died two days later. Her funeral was celebrated at the parish that she had served for so long.

Rev. John Rotelle, o.s.a., a key figure in the postconciliar liturgical reform in the United States, died of cancer at the age of sixty-three on September 1 in Philadelphia. John Edward Rotelle was born in Ambler, Pennsylvania, on January 18, 1939, and professed final vows as an Augustinian in the Province of St. Thomas of Villanova in 1960. As a seminarian in Rome, he assisted with the proceedings of the Second Vatican Council, and he was ordained to the presbyterate in Rome in 1965. In a distinguished career, Father Rotelle served as the executive director of the NCCB (now the USCCB) Committee on the Liturgy Secretariat, the executive director of the International Commission on English in the Liturgy, and as a consultant to the Vatican Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments. In recent years, Father Rotelle served as the director of the Augustinian Press and edited a new series of translations of the works of Augustine and other Augustinian saints. His funeral was celebrated at St. Thomas of Villanova Church, on the grounds of Villanova University in Philadelphia, on September 4.

We pray in sure and certain hope of the resurrection to eternal life through our Lord Jesus Christ, and we commend our sister and brother to Almighty God: The Lord bless them and keep them, the Lord make his face to shine upon them and be gracious to them, the Lord lift up his countenance to them and give them peace.

A Will That Works

NPM has available How to Make a Will That Works, a pamphlet that describes how to design a well-thought-out will that works in concert with other estate planning tools. Your intentions for the future will be honored only if you have a...
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Meetings & Reports

ICEL: Old and New

On completing his term as chair of the Episcopal Board of the International Commission on English in the Liturgy, Bishop Maurice Taylor of Galloway, Scotland, issued a public statement about his years with ICEL and about recent developments affecting the work of the English-speaking churches that belong to ICEL and of the ICEL Secretariat that oversees the translation process under the direction of the episcopal board. Titled “Truth, Honesty, and Justice: The Need for Authenticity,” the statement, released on August 9, took note of the changes that will be required of “mixed” translation committees since the issuance of Liturgiam authenticam as well as of the suffering endured by “many good people connected with ICEL” as a result of the transition that must now be made. In effect, he wrote,

The members of ICEL’s Episcopal Board have . . . been judged to be irresponsible in the liturgical texts that they have approved over the years. The bishops of the English-speaking conferences, voting by large majorities to approve the vernacular liturgical texts prepared by ICEL, have been similarly judged. And the labours of all those faithful and dedicated priests, religious, and laypeople who over the years devoted many hours of their lives to the work of ICEL have been called into question.

In response to the impression “seemingly fostered by some, that ICEL is a recalcitrant group of people, uncooperative, even disobedient,” Bishop Taylor responded: “This is mistaken and untrue.”

No one has borne the brunt of such accusations, Bishop Taylor wrote, “more than [ICEL’s] retiring executive secretary, John R. Page. It is John (and, by implication, the other members of the ICEL staff) who has been pilloried, sometimes by name, often by title, occasionally by inference.” But throughout this experience, he said, “John has acted with courtesy and a commitment to the good of the Church that is nothing less than the best kind of churchmanship, to use an old but apt term. Still, in response to the changed regulations and for the good of ICEL, John Page has decided to step down in order to allow for new staff leadership within ICEL.”

Before his departure, however, Bishop Taylor chose to set the record straight about John Page: “I cannot recall a single instance when John departed from the direction he was given in these documents [from the Vatican] or by the leadership of ICEL. On the contrary, he acted always with competence and the greatest integrity. And I am confident that the former ICEL chairman under whom he served, Archbishop Denis Hurley, OMI, and Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk, would confirm what I say.”

In fact, Bishop Taylor wrote, John Page and the rest of the ICEL Secretariat staff worked “strenuously, knowledgeably, and patiently, under the direction of the Episcopal Board,” to put into place the “new structures and procedures” required by the Vatican. Therefore, he said, “John Page, Peter Finn, the associate secretary, and the other four members of the ICEL Secretariat staff do not deserve to be pilloried as they have been. Accusations on grounds of lack of professional integrity are false. These people deserve well of us, the bishops and all the Catholics in English-speaking Churches whom they have served so well.”

With Bishop Taylor’s retirement from the board and with John Page’s departure, the members of the ICEL Episcopal Board, meeting in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, July 29–August 1, elected a new chair for their board and appointed a new executive secretary for the ICEL office in Washington, DC.

The new chair of the Episcopal Board is Bishop Arthur Roche, newly appointed coadjutor of Leeds, England, who also chairs the Liturgy Committee of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales. Bishop Roche was one of the bishops leading catechetical sessions during World Youth Day in Toronto, July 23–28. In his session, Bishop Roche reminded young people that “the only copies of the Gospel that most people see today are on two legs.” The measure of our seriousness in being the Gospel, he pointed out, is the way we treat each other—how “we exercise with each other the power of forgiveness, the power of healing, of bringing back into our company, into the fold, of truly making welcome, of acting indiscriminately, generously, freely, willingly, and unself-consciously.”

The new executive secretary is Father Bruce Harbert, a priest of the Archdiocese of Birmingham, England, who has been a regular critic of ICEL translations since the early 1990s. Father Harbert took up his full-time appointment in Washington DC on September 9. He is on the Council of the Society for Latin Liturgy (an organization under the patronage of the Catholic Bishops Conference of England and Wales), and, until his recent appointment, he has been a lecturer in dogmatic theology at St. Mary College, Ascot, and he has been a visiting lecturer at the Liturgical Institute of St. Mary of the Lake/Mundelein Seminary, Chicago. Father Harbert has also served as a con-
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sultant to the process of reorganizing ICEL in accord with the Vatican’s guidelines. Father Paul Turner, a presbyter of the Diocese of Kansas City-St. Joseph, who served with Father Harbert on an ICEL subcommittee, recently noted that Father Harbert is “an exceptionally gifted linguist. He is accurate, creative, and elegant in his suggested translations from Latin to English.”

USCCB Liturgy Committee

Members, consultants, and advisors to the USCCB Committee on the Liturgy met in Dallas, Texas, on June 11-12, just before the bishops’ plenum meeting to address the clergy sexual abuse crisis. Despite the looming concern about the crisis, the committee was able to take action on several items, as reported in the July 2002 issue of the Committee on the Liturgy Newsletter.

The Task Group on Children and the Liturgy has now become an ad hoc working group charged to revise the Lectionary for Masses with Children. This revision will, among other changes, bring the Lectionary text into conformity with the translation used in the new Lectionary for Mass, but it will also make changes in that translation’s vocabulary to remove words and phrases that might be difficult for children to comprehend.

The English translation of the ordination rites is moving slowly toward possible approval. The revised Latin text, De Ordinatione Episcopi, Presbyterorum, et Diaconorum, was published in 1990, but the draft translation prepared by ICEL, though approved by the member bishops’ conferences, met stiff opposition in Rome. Rejected in 1997, the ICEL draft was reworked, approved by five member conferences, and resubmitted to the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments in 2000. Drawing on the principles enunciated in Liturgiam authenticam, the Congregation itself reworked the translation and sent its revision to the ICEL member conferences. The Congregation suggested that it was willing to confirm the reworked translation as it stands. While willing to allow changes to the text from the member bishops’ conferences, Cardinal Jorge Medina Estevez pointed out that further changes in the text might delay final confirmation of a translation that has languished for more than a decade. The USCCB Committee on the Liturgy appointed a subcommittee to revise the proposed text in light of an extended
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discussion of the Vatican's work and to prepare recommendations that were considered by a special meeting of the Committee on the Liturgy in Chicago on August 9.

In accord with a plan approved by the USCCB in 1997, the Committee on the Liturgy prepared a "review instrument" to take a look at the revised translation of the Lectionary for Mass five years after its introduction in 1997 for use on Sundays. If approved at the November meeting of the USCCB, this instrument will be sent to all U.S. Latin Rite bishops and pastors.

The Committee also approved for publication an edition of the Pastoral Introduction to the Order of Mass, originally prepared as part of the now-suppressed second edition of the Roman Missal. This pastoral document has been revised to incorporate U.S. adaptations that are new part of the Institutio Generalis Missalis Romani 2000.

Continental Liturgy Conference

The August 2002 issue of the USCCB Committee on the Liturgy Newsletter reported on the Continental Conference of National Liturgical Commissions which met in San José, Costa Rica, May 6–10. Hosted by the Latin American Bishops' Conference (CELAM), the meeting brought together thirty-three presidents and executive directors of national liturgical commissions from North America (Mexico and the United States), South and Central America, and the Caribbean. Each commission reported on its history, pastoral reality, goals and challenges, response to globalization, and future projects. There were also presentations by experts on the history of the liturgical renewal since Vatican II; the theological principles of the renewal; the anthropological aspects of full, conscious, and active participation; and the basic elements of a pastoral approach to liturgy.

Heinman Citation to Fragomeni

This year the Rensselaer Program of Church Music and Liturgy at St. Joseph's College in Rensselaer, Indiana, was pleased to honor Father Richard Fragomeni with the 2002 Father Lawrence Heinman Citation. The citation proudly saluted Father Fragomeni as a "distinguished scholar and teacher, prolific writer and lecturer, theologian and liturgist par excellence and, yes, a trained musician." The citation also recognized Father Fragomeni's work as a speaker at numerous conventions, as co-founder of the North American Forum on the Catechumenate, and as the Forum's coordinator of liturgy and music.

Father Fragomeni is currently associate professor of liturgy and homiletics and chair of the Department of Word and Worship at the Catholic Theological Union in Chicago. He also teaches liturgy regularly in the Rensselaer Program of Church Music and Liturgy at St. Joseph's College.

Music Ministry Alive 2002

The fourth annual Music Ministry Alive Institute for high school and college youth was held July 23–28 at The College of St. Catherine in St. Paul, Minnesota. The program brought together 170 youth from 30 states and 2 provinces of Canada as well as 60 adult leaders in music, liturgy, and youth ministry. Under the direction of David Haas, the young people participated in musical skill sessions, liturgical and ministry leadership workshops, liturgical planning, spiritual growth, and a strongly diverse set of prayer experiences and concert events.

Since its inception, Music Ministry Alive has reached more than 500 young people from the United States, Canada, Ireland, and Africa, and plans are in place to expand its programs and activities. Dates for Music Ministry Alive 2003 are tentatively set for July 29–August 2, 2003, once again at The College of St. Catherine in St. Paul. Youth who are entering grades ten, eleven, or twelve or the first two years of college in the fall of 2003 are eligible to apply. For more information, and to be placed on the MMA mailing list, contact Music Ministry Alive, 1595 Blackhawk Lake Drive, Eagan, MN 55122; e-mail: mmasong@aol.com.

Composition Competitions

Rainbow Competition. In collaboration with the choral singing organization Europa Cantat and Annie Bank Music Publishers, the Jan Vermulst Foundation of Holland is holding a competition for a cappella compositions that are so composed that by simple means or by the addition of an "ossia part," these works could be performed by both a four-part mixed choir or by four equal voices. The pieces should be no longer than four minutes, and the text must be in English, French, German, Spanish, or Latin. The Jan Vermulst Foundation is offering two cash awards, and Europa Cantat (the European Federation of Young Choirs) is offering a cash award for the best composition by a composer younger than twenty-five. Details of the competition are available on the sponsoring groups' websites: www.janvermulst.org; www.europacantat.org; and www.anniebank.nl. They may also be requested by mail: Stichting Jan Vermulst, Aarle-Rixtelseweg 54, 5707 CM Helmond, Netherlands.

Grawemeyer Award 2004. The 2004 University of Louisville Grawemeyer Music Composition Award will be granted for outstanding achievement by a living composer working in a large musical genre, e.g., choral, orchestral, chamber, electronic, song-cycle, dance, opera, musical theater, extended solo work. The award of $200,000 will be granted for a work that has received its premiere between January 1, 1998, and December 31, 2002. Entries must be received by January 27, 2003. For additional details, contact Grawemeyer Music Award Committee, School of Music, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292.
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Regional Conventions 2002:
Singing Hope and Renewal
Christ Is Making All Things New

BY J-GLENN MURRAY, SJ

F rom his pain and his exile the man cried: "Lord, if you wish, you can make me whole" (Matthew 8:2). So Jesus—"the Son of God, the Son of Man, the running water for which we yearn, the Servant, the Lamb, the suffering Messiah sad for our wounds, the helpless child under the night sky, the pantocrator, the ruler of the cosmos; Jesus the prophet, the poet, the proclaimer of God's reign, the agitator, the troublemaker, the food for a world that is starving, light for a world that has wandered from the straight path; Jesus, the shepherd who feeds and leads and searches out, the vine on whom we are grafted, the scourge of demons and the harrower of hell, the pathway that leads up to the stars; Jesus, who like finest wine is our intoxication, who fills us up like the best of bread; Jesus, who passes effortlessly through the locked doors of our despair and walks across the roiled seas of our fears; he who is the transfiguration of our frail humanity and the manifestation of God's frail divinity; he who is the heartbroken God who heals the heartbreak of our humankind; Jesus of Nazareth, the coming-together for which we have longed since Eden, the embrace of God's relentless love, our hope against hope." Jesus, who was born of a woman, walked and talked, laughed and cried, sweated and slept like us, who fed five thousand who ate from a bit of fish and a morsel of bread, who brought health and wholeness to those who were wracked with pain, who soothed fevers no cooling cloth could cure, who beheld a widow sick with grief and brought her dead child back to life, who sat down to table with those whom society shunned, who cried from his womb over Lazarus whom he brought forth from a stinking tomb, who hung down his head and died and never said a mumbling word—this Jesus touched that man afflicted with leprosy and made him whole.

Jesus makes all things new, and this one who was far off was made new. In his newness, I am sure, he stood there and sang words like these: "My life flows on in endless song;/ Above earth's lamentation,/ I hear the real though far-off hymn;/ That hails a new creation./ No storm can shake my inmost calm;/ While to that rock I'm clinging. Since love is Lord of heaven and earth;/ How can I keep from singing?" And someone called: "Go on, brother!" And he sang: "When tyrants tremble sick with fear;/ And hear their death-knell ringing;/ When friends rejoice both far and near;/ How can I keep from singing?"

How can we keep from singing? But as wonderful as singing is, it isn't enough. It is not enough, for as Jesus touched and made all things new, so we, who have been touched, are also invited to make all things new. All of us are asked to do what Jesus did: to pull tyrants down from their thrones, to lift the lowly up, to heal, and to make all things new.

N ow I'm sure, at this moment, that someone reading this is thinking: "Can't do it. I hear you, but I can't do it." Well, let me remind that person of a few things. Remember Sarah and Abraham: "Haa! Oh, honey, we are too old. I'm ninety-nine, and she's barren as a brick." Remember Moses the stammerer and Jeremiah, who claimed to be too young to answer God's call. Remember David the adulterer. Remember Deborah, the wife of Lappidoth, and Ruth the Moabitite, wife of Chilion and the daughter-in-law of Naomi. Remember Elijah the preacher and Isaiah, who asked God just to leave him alone. Remember Mary—"I'm just a simple handmaid"—and Paul—"I have a thorn in my flesh." Remember Irenaeus: "I'm a student, leave me alone with my books." Remember Angelo Roncalli: "I am a peasant, an old man, a caretaker pope, and I don't want to rock the boat." Remember Martin Luther King, Jr., an assistant to his daddy, who didn't want to do anything more than deliver erudite sermons about the promised land.

How is it that hands like theirs accomplished such miraculous deeds? Could it be because our God is a God of power and might who works wonders? Could it be that our God is not limited by our
limited nature? Could it be that God makes all things new? Could it be that God makes the extraordinary happen through the lives of very ordinary people?

That old laughing couple, Abraham and Sarah, produced the very hope of Israel from whom sprang a race more numerous than the sands of the seashore. That stammerer Moses, at God's command, told pharaoh: "Let my people go." (God figured that even a stammerer could manage that.) And then he stretched out his hand over the sea, and the waters parted, and Moses led a people through the sea dry-shod. That kid Jeremiah thundered God's name, blasted a people, and gave them sure hope for a better day. That sinning king, that adulterer David, sat down in sackcloth and ashes and composed a psalm that we sing to this day, expressing what we wish for when we are in sin: "Create in me, O God, a clean heart, and renew a right spirit within me." The wife of Lappidoth was made a prophetess and served for forty years (twice as long as Samson) as a judge of Israel. She even led ten thousand men in battle against Sisera and masterminded the victory at Mount Tabor; then she sang boldly at the defeat of Israel's enemies: "To the sound of musicians at the watering-places, there they repeat the triumphs of the Lord, the triumph of God's own peasants in Israel" (Judges 5:11). That foreigner from Moab was offered a chance to go back to her own people but responded to her mother-in-law with these now-famous words: "Entreat me not to leave you or return from following after you, for where you go, I will go... Your people shall be my people, and your God, my God" (Ruth 1:16). And so this foreign exile became the mother of Obed and great-grandmother of David. That preacher, Elijah, confronted Ahab and Jezebel in all of their wickedness, outran Ahab's chariot all the way from Mount Carmel to Jezebel, dueled 450 prophets of Baal in a praying match that was so powerful that God rained down fire from heaven, and then had a chariot from heaven chauffeur him into glory. Isaiah, who just wanted to be left alone, saw a vision of heaven, had his lips touched with a burning coal, and, 734 years before the event, wrote: "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given. The government shall be upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called Wonderful Counselor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace" (Isaiah 9:6). That handmaid said "Yes," and from her God-bearing womb burst forth the Sun of Justice, and we call her Theotokos. Paul, the barbered one, pricked our conscience; that student Irenaeus became bishop of Lyons and, as his name indicates, a "lover of peace" who kept the church from schism. That poorly pope engendered aggiornamento: He opened the doors of the church—Mother Church—to the Holy Spirit, and the Spirit turned the mother out! That Southern Baptist preacher, who worked for his daddy, initiated a movement.

An elderly couple, a stutterer, a boychild, a nomadic king, a wife, a widow, an ancient preacher, a visionary, a teenage girl, an arrogant fanatic, a bishop-martyr, a peasant-pope, a colored preacher: God can effect wonders in the lives of such simple folk and make all things new. God is the one who does these things, for as Isaiah says: "My thoughts are not your thoughts, nor are your ways my ways, says the LORD" (Isaiah 55:8). "You shall know that I am in the midst of Israel," God says through the prophet Joel, "and that I, the Lord, am your God and there is no other. And my people shall never again be put to shame. Then afterwards I will pour out my spirit on all flesh; your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, and your young men shall see visions. Even on the male and female slaves, in those days, I will pour out my spirit" (Joel 2:27–29). Revelation: "See, I am making all things new. Write this down, for these words are trustworthy and true." (21:5).

Now, Church, I hope you know where I'm going with all of this, since your mommas didn't raise no fools. What God has done in the past, God is willing to do even now. God is willing, waiting, wanting to do in the present what God has done in the past to make all things new. And it is happening! It is happening in a simple conversation around the kitchen table or after a long class day, when a hardened, seasoned bigot might come to experience that women and blacks and whites and Hispanics and men and Asians and Native Americans—that "bitch," that "faggot," that "neo-Nazi, right-of-Attila-the-Hun, conservative pastor," that "diva cantor"—all of them, each and every one, is heir to the one and same God. Beyond that tag, beyond that label, is a child of God worthy of equal opportunity housing, a warm bed, a nourishing meal, safety: If we can get someone in a simple conversation to see beyond the label and to see a child of God, then, in that moment, the blind see, and God is making all things new. Amen!

In a hospital room, when a hollow-eyed, lesioned AIDS patient gains strength to cry out not only in pain but also in thanksgiving, then God is making all things new. When those whom our culture label far off and lepers today, in October-November 2002 • Pastoral Music
some contact with us, are cleansed and made whole, then God in us is making all things new. In a rectory parlor or a counseling room, when a husband and wife engaged in bloody warfare based on lame excuses and limp accusations might come together to walk toward a possible future of trust and sure-footed hope, then a dead marriage is raised to new life, and those who were lame stand up and walk. In that moment, God is making all things new. At the Sunday Eucharist, when our sin-sick, impoverished assemblies might hear a song to lift them up, might hear a word to get them through, might taste and see how good God is, then our sin-sick souls are made sanguine, and God is making all things new. Amen!

Some time ago, I was about to give a talk in Dallas, Texas, and as I was getting ready, I decided to take a walk around the neighborhood to get my energy up and calm myself. I came across an elderly black woman standing at a bus stop. Because my mother raised a polite child, I went up to the woman and said good morning. And she said: "Mornin', baby." I asked "how are you," and she said: "Honey, let me tell you." Inside, I prayed: "Don't!" I wanted to say: "Miss, this is called 'phatic speech.' I say hello, you say hello. I say how are you, you say fine. That's how this works." But out loud, I said: "Tell me how you are." And she said: "Honey, I'm blessed." And I said: "Amen!" And she said: "Do you know why I'm blessed?" And I said: "No, but I'm sure you're going to tell me." She said: "God woke me up this morning, clothed me, and put me in my right mind. [And I'm quoting her] God kept the four corners of my room and my bed from becoming the narrow confines of an empty grave." Then she sang: "What a mighty God we serve,/ What a mighty God we serve! Angels bow before him,/ Heaven and earth adore him./ What a mighty God we serve." I said: "You go, girl!" But she said: "Oh, no, honey. I need some help here." So the two of us, at a bus stop in the noontday sun in the middle of a Dallas summer, sang: "What a mighty God we serve!"

We had church at that bus stop, and in that moment, in that ordinary encounter, God made all things new. God continues to wish, to want, to wait to make all things new. And so God fills us with the Holy Spirit, and, filled with the Holy Spirit, we are changed and made new. The Holy Spirit moves us to look up and see God's glory and Christ at the right hand of the Father. With enemies all
around you, look up! With failure all around you, look up! With disappointment all around you, look up! With our young people needing hope instead of dope, look up, and when you look up, you will be made new, and you will be charged. Transformation starts to take place, problems begin to be transformed into possibilities when you look up. Negatives get transformed into positives, defeats get transformed into victories, stumbling blocks get transformed into stepping stones, crucifixions get transformed into resurrections. The old saying “I just can’t” gets transformed into “I can do all things in him who strengthens me.” “We can’t do anything about that problem” gets transformed into “If God is for us, who can be against?” Resentment gets transformed into forgiveness, when we look up.  

The sick still long for a cure, the dead still yearn to be raised, lepers still hope for a cleansing, and God knows that Legion is the name of the demons among us. The extraordinary things that God has done in the past, making all things new, God desires to do today. Well, here we are, ordinary folk—some old, some older, from a variety of cultures, in a variety of colors, women and men—all of us ordinary. Well, ordinary people of God, please remember this: God alone makes all things new. Get ready to be set on your feet, for God who works wonders ain’t through with us yet. Amen!

“If I can help somebody as I pass along,/ If I can cheer somebody with a word or a song,/ If I can show somebody he is traveling wrong,/ Then my living shall not be in vain./ Then my living shall not be in vain./ Then my living shall not be in vain./ If I can help somebody,/ If I can cheer somebody,/ If I can keep somebody from going wrong,/ Then my living shall not be in vain.”

Our living is not in vain with a God who makes all things new. To this God be glory, honor, praise, and thanksgiving now and forever. Amen!

Notes

Can/Can’t; Will/Won’t: Catholics and “Musical Liturgy”

BY NATHAN D. MITCHELL

The older I get the more convinced I become that we belong to God only by belonging to God’s people and that we belong to God’s people by belonging to the liturgy. We join the church precisely by joining the church’s worship. This is hardly a new idea. In the thirteenth century, Thomas Aquinas argued that baptism is the “iunia sacramentorum,” the “entryway to all the sacraments,” because it conforms Christians to the unique priesthood of Christ and so readies them for liturgy, equips and empowers them for participation in public worship. In short, we meet the mystery of God by meeting the mystery of God’s people gathered for prayer and praise through sound and symbol, song and story, Spirit and sacrament. Quite literally, we become what we sing. So music ministry begins when we hear and accept the call to help God’s people enter “the ongoing song of the liturgy.” Why? Because as we sing, we “touch the mystery of God,” we join the “choral consensus, the corporate voice,” we become that “singing sign” through which Christ is truly present in our worship.

Easier said than done, you say—and you’re absolutely right. Discipleship, so that old curmudgeon Dorothy Day once said, has nothing to do with loopy, pie-eyed religious romanticism. “I can’t bear romantics,” she grumbled. “I want religious realists. I want people who pray to see things as they are and do something about it.” Day was right: Discipleship is often a harsh and dreadful love because, while falling in love may be a feeling, staying in love is a decision. After all, it’s quite true that the world was made by the singer for the dreamer, and dreaming is surely love’s toughest discipline. As the great Irish wit and raconteur Oscar Wilde once wrote, the authorities are always willing to forgive a criminal, but they’re never ready to forgive a dreamer. Perhaps that is the modern Christian’s gravest sin: We no longer dare to dream, and because of that our faith has all the power, punch, and panache of oatmeal.

Søren Kierkegaard was right: “The chief trouble with Christians today is that no one wants to kill them anymore.”

How, then, do we hear and respond to the “invitation to musical discipleship?” As I mentioned a moment ago, baptism is our beginning; we belong to God by belonging to God’s people gathered for worship. But where do we go from there? How does faith unfold in ministry and service? If, as Michael Joncas has said, the eucharistic prayer is “the sung theology of the Roman Rite,” how do we help people keep singing? In this article, I will suggest three ways of musical discipleship. The first way is cultural (I call it “in praise of kitsch”); the second way is creative (I call it “being possessed by poetry”); and the third way is contemplative (I call it “finding something worth singing about”).

In Praise of Kitsch: The Way of Culture

Just about everyone familiar with recent liturgical renewal, I suspect, knows Thomas Day’s 1991 book Why Catholics Can’t Sing, subtitled “The Culture of Catholicism and the Triumph of Bad Taste.” (In 1993, Day published the second installment in his catalogue of contemporary Catholic kitsch under the title, Where Have You Gone, Michelangelo?) Much of Dr. Day’s argument about the proper relation between art and worship can be affirmed by almost any of us. He applauds, for example, the irascible H. L. Mencken’s observation that Catholic liturgy is “a theological and sacramental matter expressed not as a syllogism but as a poem,” and that poems carry us away not so much by their rational “meanings” but by “the mysterious power of the poetic tone of voice”—by what my colleague Daniel Sheerin, professor of classics at Notre Dame, calls “the onomatopoeia of sacredness.” Day denounces the de-ritualizing tendency of well-intentioned ministers and musicians who take a poem and “force it into a syllogism.” “A poem,” Day declares, “will flow easily to song. A syllogism, on the other hand, repels song. Nobody
Mozart was high “avant-garde” art; a concerto by Salieri would have been low kitsch. In the early twentieth century, Picasso’s paintings were avant-garde “art,” the acme of highbrow “culture,” while Norman Rockwell’s cover art for the Saturday Evening Post was dismissed by serious painters as popular kitsch. (Art critics have, of course, recently reversed their opinions of Rockwell’s stature, and the value of his work has skyrocketed!) So why did kitsch represent the “triumph of bad taste?” Because, Greenburg argued, it “locates” culture, dilutes it, prostitutes it as vulgar schlock or sentimental schmaltz.

I would have absolutely no reason to rehearse Clement Greenburg’s views about art here today except that, as Colleen McDannell argues in her brilliant book Material Christianity, Greenburg’s assault on kitsch strongly influenced Catholic discussions about the kind of art considered appropriate (or inappropriate) for Christian worship. In many ways, Thomas Day’s Why Catholics Can’t Sing was a late-twentieth-century remake of Clement Greenberg’s 1939 essay on kitsch. Long before postconciliar liturgists “de-ritualized” worship, Day argued, Irish Catholic immigrants helped “kitschify” church music through a “beloved repertory” that included such “standards” as “Mother, at Your Feet Is Kneeling,” “To Jesus’ Heart All Burning,” and “O Lord, I Am Not Worthy.” These “maudlin songs,” Day notes, with their “mawkish, drippy, sentimental” tunes and texts, were based on “old Victorian salon ballads,” parlour ballads singable only by soloists, too “tight,” . . . “chromatic...[and] twisted in their melodic line for a congregation.”

Much of the criticism we hear about pastoral music today is based, then, on Greenberg’s old “kitsch vs. kulchur” model. Our worship music (critics say) is “unsingable syllogism posing as poetry.” It is music that is cheap, mass-produced, and thus inferior—and worse, it is dictatorially imposed on congregations by what Thomas Day described as “those supreme masters of sadism, the liturgical experts.” Kitch tries to be art but fails because it lacks creativity, style, beauty, poetry, imagination, nuance—precisely the qualities (critics argue) that are lacking in so much of our current church music, art, and architecture.

But as Colleen McDannell points out, much of this debate about aesthetic standards has very little to do with either art or liturgy. In part, the debate is general.
discussion of where men and women, masculinity and femininity, fit into twentieth-century Christianity. Is the church—the body of Christ—to look like a “man” or a “woman” [or neither, or both]?13

Thus, among Catholic critics (as among their secular colleagues) kitsch came to be understood as feminized “anti-art,” the enemy of “true” art (perceived as strong, masculine, noble, bold). Art (especially art that serves liturgy) was, these critics insisted, meant to be divine, sublime, revelatory, spiritual—a showing forth of Mystery in matter (meaning, of course, a showing forth of Mystery in masculine matter!). Art thus takes on a kind of “pedagogical moral function” as a promoter not only of transcendent values and numinous meanings but of the “proper relation” (read subordination) between men and women, male and female. Art is meant to “civilize” and “uplift.” When it doesn’t, it’s rightly rejected (so this third response goes) as demonic. Hence, kitsch comes to represent moral evil and social decay. (These were the grounds, by the way, for Nazi rejection of “degenerate art”—modern art was perceived by the National Socialists to be decadent, feminized kitsch.)

This view favors the heavily masculinized binary system of aesthetics championed by many Catholics posing as art critics. This system assumes that we can draw clear and distinct boundaries between what’s “tasteful” and what isn’t: between what’s art and what’s not; what’s sacred and what’s not. “Religious art, even more than secular art,” we are told, “has to be aesthetically pure and theologically proper.”14 There’s no room for humor, irony, fun, and playfulness in the church! As McDannell comments:

Whatever postmodern playfulness art was accorded in the secular world, this was not brought into the churches. There is no equivalent of Jeff Koons’s placement of a Hoover vacuum cleaner in a Plexiglass vitrine in the liturgical art world. Artists use religious objects and images in their work, but clergy [are warned] not to place art in their churches that blurs the boundaries between seriousness and humor, consumerism and Christianity, art and kitsch. Irony is not a religious value.15

In short, we are told, “God loves the poor but hates their art.” For kitsch is not merely a gendered phenomenon but a socioeconomic one as well. Commonly, the word “kitsch” is a put-down hurled
by highbrow snobs at people and practices that offend them. That’s how Liberace earned his reputation as the king of kitsch; that’s why critics who claim to “understand art” jeer at those images of Elvis painted on black velvet. Of course, kitsch and “high culture” may coexist—as they do, occasionally, in the novels of Charles Dickens, whose cloyingly sentimental tale of Little Nell in *The Old Curiosity Shop* prompted a venomous Oscar Wilde to remark, “Anyone who can read about the death of Little Nell without laughing has a heart of stone.”

Music is no exception to the possible coexistence of kitsch and high art. Honestly, one of the reasons for the enduring popularity of Handel’s “Hallelujah Chorus” is that it’s just slightly vaudevillian—artful in that cozy, bright, baroque D-major way but just slightly overripe, over-the-top. In “Hallelujah,” Handel (bless his heart, and thank God!) brings us near the frontiers of kitsch. That’s why, every Christmas, nearly every town and village in this God-fearing republic stages its own “sing-along version” of the *Messiah*. You can almost see the feathered-and-sequined chorus line adding choreography as the mob shouts “King of kings!” [kī·kī] “Hallelujah, hallelujah,”

Nobody owns the liturgy; it owns us.

“Lord of lords” [kī·kī] “Hallelujah, hallelujah.” (I hope I’ve not ruined it for you.) When you read Thomas Day ridiculing the “sweet Irish parlour ballad,” remember that *Messiah* had its première in Ireland!

And speaking of vaudevillian “sacred music,” how about the beginning of Beethoven’s “Credo” from the *Missa solemnis*? “Credo, credo” sounds, of course, exactly like “Give me cantor.” Ultimately, of course, Beethoven’s “Credo” is sublime, but only (I suspect) because it’s willing to risk sounding kitschy from time to time. Remember the “et incarnatus est”? The music evokes the mystery of the Spirit’s hovering over Mary with a flute obligato birdcall that is unbelievably beautiful but is also a musical pun. Beethoven was behaving shamelessly, *The Spirit? Bird calls? Low comedy? Spiritual profundity? You be the judge. It’s a little of both, I suspect.*

Music and musicians are like that: We’re shamelessly eclectic. That’s why I’m speaking today “in praise of kitsch.” Musical discipleship calls us not only to the sublime but to the ridiculous, not only to high art but to low kitsch, not only to the superior smile but to the belly laugh. Irony and humor, playfulness and the ordinary do have a place in church. Remember the beginning of the “Credo” in *Mozart’s Great C-minor Mass*. It sounds like music for a fox hunt or for the queen trooping the colors. It’s beautiful, impressive, but also funny. Nor should that surprise us. After all, one of the supreme humorists of all times was Jesus, as those four great poems called the Gospels often remind us.

**Possessed by Poetry: The Way of Creativity**

So the first way of musical discipleship embraces both the culture of art and the culture of kitsch; the second way I call “creative” or “being possessed by poetry.” For H. L. Mencken was right: Christian faith and worship are a poem, not a syllogism. “Nobody owns poetry,” poet Stanley Kunitz has recently reminded us; “it belongs to civilization. Nobody possesses poetry; poetry possesses us.” Ditto for the liturgy. Nobody owns the liturgy; it owns us. Critics are thus right to complain about designer music and designer liturgies where the focus falls on presider and musician rather than on the assembly and the God it worships. As God’s people, we don’t gather Sunday after Sunday simply to “reinforce someone else’s ego.”

So when I say the call to musical discipleship is an invitation to accept the poet’s vocation, I’m not recommending ego-renewal. A poet is an ascetic, a person called to embody those old Christian virtues of humility, fasting, almsgiving, and grateful prayer. The poet’s task is not self-aggrandizement but dispossession, divestiture (self-forgetting, self-surrender). Poets understand that they do not amaze; words do. “What rough beast, its hour come round at last, / Slouches toward Bethlehem to be born?” The lines are Yeats’ Yeats is dead, but the lines live. We shudder still to hear them; their ominous, apocalyptic rasp reaches beyond the grave and grabs us by the throat. The words amaze. Dispossession, divestiture, self-forgetting, self-surrender: Those are the poet’s tasks. Yeats did the right and respectable thing: He died—he got out of the way and let the words live to amaze us. The New Testament calls this “getting out of the way” *kenosis,* “outpouring.” It was *kenosis,* the famous hymn in *Philippians* 2 tells us, that led Jesus to the liturgy of the cross: “Christ Jesus . . . was in the form of God, but did not think it right to be equal to God, . . . he stripped himself by taking the form of a slave, being born in the likeness of a human being; and being [so] found . . . he emptied himself . . . obedient to death, death on a cross.”

Like the poet, the musician’s task is to serve speech, sound, and silence (the makings of music) by lifting them to a state of supreme attention. Music is word given over to rhythm, anxiety given over to pleasure, bondage given over to release. The French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard reminds us that music’s genius—its enigma—lies not in what it says but in what it doesn’t say, can’t say. Music draws us beyond audible bellowing, braying, and babbling so we can hear what lies beyond and beneath them. Music is parturition: *It labors* like a woman giving birth, struggling to open up “a passageway through which something can happen that has not yet happened, a child, one’s past, . . . a musical phrase.”

The composer’s task is to open the passage.

Thus every musician is a midwife, serving what wants to be born. What wants to be born is, of course, God’s gift—or rather, God’s own self, given, bestowed, surrendered to “the mercy of the body”—to the speech, sound, and silences of human flesh. Flannery O’Connor once said that the writer’s task is to “render the highest possible justice to the visible universe” (which is another way of saying the poet’s task is to worship God). We musicians do that precisely by pounding out rhythms on wood, by plucking catgut, by beating hides stretched over hollow drums of copper, by depressing a key that pulls a lever that opens a pipe to release a column of air so it can “speak”—speak to our world of God, of us. In his marvelous meditation on classic Dutch still life painting, American poet Mark Doty writes:

> The most beautiful still lifes are never pristine . . . The lemon has been half-peeled, the wine tasted, the bread broken; the oysters have been shucked, . . . the sealed chamber of the pie, held aloft on its raised silver stand, has been opened. Someone has left this knife resting on the edge of the plate, its handle jutting toward us; someone plans, in a moment, to pick it up again. These objects are in use, in dialogue, a part of, implicated. They refuse perfection, or rather, they assert that this is
perfection, this state of being consumed, used up, enjoyed, existing in time. 

Still life paintings are "somber poems of materiality," writes Doty; they offer us not simply beautiful images of flowers, fruits, and vegetables but things as they are cherished, known, and "loved by the eye." We meet these objects in beautiful skylit chambers, rooms that witness to acts of supreme attention, to the eye's "profound engagement with the splendid look of things." These lines from a poem by García Lorca remind us, Doty notes, how much we want things to wash us clean, [how much] we crave the plainness of the unmediated, the directness of apples. If we could [just] live with their solidity, with the apple's clear distinction between inner and outer, how the firm shine and protective color of the peel wraps seamlessly around that fragrant, nourishing core ... ready to feed ... fit to carry the dark central star of the seeds into the world. In this sense still life [painting] is refuge, consolation, place of quiet. The world becomes bearable, apprehensible ...  

That, I think, is what we reach for in our worship music: the world made bearable, apprehensible as God's creation precisely because it is our human habitation. Music is audible art that subverts the steady stream of the world's noise through the creative disruptions of beat, rhythm, pitch, and timbre, just as liturgy is the art of "reading" the world as meaning rather than matter, as mystery rather than madness or manners. Neither liturgy nor music abandons the world; each seeks to render it bearable, apprehensible. That does not, of course, mean business as usual. "Business as usual" means noise; it's a rifle shot, a muffled cry, the ragged rasp of breath in the sleeper's throat, the gaseous snort of a city bus, the midnight screech of cats in estrus, the morning's cascade of windchime and birdsong. Worship music orders and disorders all this "noise," producing an audibly different arrangement that makes us "prick up our ears" and pay attention—with the heart and not only with the head. Our Sunday song doesn't abandon the world; it rearranges it as rehearsal for the kingdom, as practice for the supper of the Lamb, where we'll all sit at table with a God who is both host and guest, diner and dinner.
Finding Something Worth Singing About: The Way of Contemplation

I'll be very brief in describing my third “way of musical discipleship,” the way of contemplation or “finding something worth singing about.” We often define contemplation as passivity and imagine the contemplative as a pious sponge who soaks up whatever happens to leak out of heaven. Nothing could be further from the truth. Contemplation is action, not inertia; the contemplative is a creator, an explorer, a person in search of something to sing about, to shout about. Musicians are the church’s aboriginal contemplatives—the believers who first understood that when the Word was made flesh, it became music to human ears. Jesus is a new creation’s song. No wonder a medieval poet could write: “Jesu, dulcis memoria / dans vera cordis guadis; / Sed super mei et omnis / ejus dulcis praeest.”

You can’t sing if you have nothing to sing about. Just as in painting the eye lingers over what it loves and cherishes, so music’s deepest sound is heard in the heart. Reflecting on the mystery of the human person, theologian Karl Rahner once noted that the human heart reveals not only our apartness from others, our individuality and interiority, our communicability and solitariness; it also reveals our ability to reach out, to stretch ourselves toward others, to connect with them. In what, Rahner asks, does the heart’s core consist? What is its deepest identity? If the solitary heart is the place where we are most truly or most supremely ourselves, does this make it the ground of fullness or nothingness? “Does the solitary heart border on infinity?” Rahner asks, or is it a dead end, “the place where apartness comes to itself in order to trickle away . . . and come to despair?” Is the heart a mouth that sings, or is it a pit that isolates and destroys? Is the heart “the mouth of all the brooks of our being, the mouth that leads into eternity, or is it the gate through which all dying reality is pressed down, weak and tired, to everlasting death?” We can answer such questions, Rahner said, only if we remember that God has become the Heart of all our hearts. God

is precisely the apartness [the otherness] who is fullness and not emptiness, who is life and not death. [God] is the central point, the heart of the world, in whom all reality is gathered up and yet is not pressed together in [crushed and crumpled into] a stifling corner. [God is precisely that person who can be “apart” without being empty or absent; who can be poured out and given without ever being diminished.] [God] is the unathomable womb, in which everything shines brightly . . . the unity which is not purchased at the price of denial. Down from [God’s] mountains all waters eternally gush in a torrent, and the chambers of these mountains stay just as eternally full. [God] is not, as we are, merely the heart of one solitary person, but the heart of all reality, the all-in-one inwardness of all things. He exists before all multiplicity and dispersion, and he never needs such multiplicity, to be everything. [God] can be of one mind without being unilateral . . . can be all without being all-common.

But more than all that, as Rahner notes, God has once and for all entered this house of breath we call a body, invading our embraces, encamping among our heartbeats. By putting the divine self at the mercy of the human body, God has become the heart who has a name.

And the name of [this] heart is: Jesus Christ! It is a finite heart, and yet it is the heart of God. When it loves us and thus becomes the center of our hearts, every need, every distress, every misery of our hearts is taken from us. For his heart is God’s heart, and yet it does not have the terrifying ambiguity of his infinity. Up from this heart and out from this heart human words have arisen, intimate words, words of the heart, words of God that have only one meaning, a meaning that gladdens and blesses.

Friends, that is heart of our musical discipleship: to make gladness and blessing erupt as song in the lives of our assemblies. In Jesus, God has become the mystery of the world, “the crimson mystery of all things, the mystery of One who loves” the world [even] in its destitution. Only in this heart do we know who God [wants] to be for us. Who is God for us? Who do we want to be for each other? Only if we ask these contemplative questions can our music gladden and bless the people of God.
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I would like to preface this presentation with a word of sincere gratitude to all of you engaged in the music ministry of the church. In the name of our eucharistic assemblies, I affirm you and thank you for your gifted and generous service in leading and celebrating sung worship. Week after week, you help to make the liturgy come alive. Week after week, you enable those gathered around the table of the Lord to experience more fully the presence of the risen Christ. Recall the words of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy (CSL): Christ “is present when the church prays and sings” (no. 7). Those are profound words with far-reaching implications.

The Second Vatican Council recognized the vocation of pastoral musicians as a true ministry of the church, one that is not peripheral but central to worship. Sacred melody united to words “forms a necessary or integral part of the solemn liturgy”; So said the council fathers of Vatican II (CSL, no. 112). The bishops in council also carefully and precisely explained the presence of the risen Christ in the Mass, noting that Christ is present in the assembly, in the person of the presiding priest, in the sacred Scriptures, in the transformed bread and wine, and “when the church prays and sings” (CSL, no. 7). Parish communities know firsthand the truth of that statement: Sacred music unites the assembly, promotes solidarity, and increases active participation. Parishioners have met the risen Lord in sung prayer. We must never forget that the Christian Church began as a singing church; the first disciples also met the risen Christ in song. We know this from the fragments of early Christian hymns which have survived in the New Testament, e.g., the canticles in the first two chapters of Luke and the hymns and chants of praise in the Book of Revelation (5:9–10, 12–13; 11:17–18).

On behalf of all the presiders at our eucharistic liturgies and our other rites, then, I thank you for being our co-workers in the church’s liturgical ministry. May you always rejoice in your special ministry.

Today, however, all liturgical ministers face major challenges. Many of us have become disillusioned, dejected, disheartened because of liturgical backsliding. The euphoria of Vatican II has ended. As Vatican II fades in time, then, we must ask if it is also fading in influence. Do we detect contemporary signs of the “reform of the reform,” a pullback from liturgical principles, a lessening of collaboration, a return to devotionalism rather than worship? Do we see signs in recent liturgical documents that call us back to a liturgical piety and theology prior to Vatican II? And, as if these challenges were not taxing enough, do we also recognize pastorally that liturgical renewal is still wanting in many parishes? As liturgical ministers, we have also felt the pain of the clerical sex abuse scandals and its impact on worshiping assemblies and their presiders.

When we come to the Lord’s table, we come as people deeply influenced by these contemporary issues. We are culturally conditioned by the media and by our environment. No one worships in a vacuum; liturgy is not isolated from life. And so, I suggest, in recent months we have all come to worship with heavy hearts saddened by the crisis in the American church. All of this, coupled with a new rigidity and reversals in the direction of the liturgical renewal begun at Vatican II, makes us cry out “Lord, give us hope.” All of this demands a new appreciation of Christian hope.
Christian hope is the oxygen of the disciple. Without this spiritual oxygen in our lungs we cannot survive, we cannot handle the tensions in our ministry and our discipleship.

Christian hope is the oxygen of the disciple. Without this spiritual oxygen in our lungs we cannot survive, we cannot handle the tensions in our ministry and our discipleship.

God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, love and a sound mind (2 Tim 1:7). 

Jesus spoke these same words to the Jewish official Jairus: “Do not be afraid” (Luke 8:50). And speaking to the apostles after the miraculous haul of fish, he said: “Do not be afraid. From now on you will be fishing for people.” When Jesus preached to the crowds, he said: “Do not be afraid of those who kill the body but after that can do no more” (Luke 12:4). And on the night before he died, at the Last Supper, Jesus said to his apostles: “Do not let your hearts be troubled... Have faith in God. Have faith in me.” And he repeated the words: “Do not let your hearts be troubled or afraid” (John 14:27).

What is Jesus really saying? Why does he repeat himself so emphatically? It is clear from these examples that courage was a constant theme of Jesus’ preaching. He wanted his disciples to have courage under persecution, courage under pressure. He wanted to give his followers confidence and courage to carry the cross and meet hostility.

I am convinced that the virtue most needed by a disciple today is that same courage. We need hope and perseverance as well. In our own spiritual lives, we are often burned-out candles, no longer enlightening others. Our zeal and fire and love have been diminished by the turmoil in our ministries and in our church. Christ knows our personal sufferings, frustrations, and troubles. Christ knows that we are becoming, more and more, a “little flock” standing against the evils of our culture. We need to listen once again to Christ’s words: “Do not live in fear, little flock.” Jesus is always trying to lighten our fears, ever more faithful to us than we are to him. Christ never abandons us: He is always the good shepherd searching out the lost.

In the First Testament, God said to the people through the prophet Isaiah: “Don’t be afraid, for I am with you” (43:1-5). That theme was repeated by Christ again and again in the New Testament. Just before he died on the cross, Jesus told his disciples: “In the world you will have trouble, but take courage. I have conquered the world” (John 16:33). By his victory on the cross and in the tomb, Jesus has had the last word, and that word is Alleluia—a word of victory. He said: “Do not live in fear, little flock.” And I say to you, his contemporary disciples: Be a sign of courage. Persevere, persevere, persevere!

We need to recall the first Christian community, gathered in the Upper Room in Jerusalem at Pentecost. There were one hundred and twenty disciples gathered together: the first Christian church, the first eucharistic assembly, the first parish. One hundred and twenty disciples of Christ faced a world that had not yet heard of Christ. Think of their lack of education, their lack of resources, their small numbers facing the multitudes embedded in the culture of the day. Las Vegas odds-makers of the time would have given thousand-to-one odds against the Christian church ever getting off the ground. But those disciples took the teachings of Jesus into the world, and for nearly two thousand years the Gospel of Christ has brought holiness and happiness and salvation to people of every nation and race. Those first Christians did not have strength in numbers, but they had the Holy Spirit, and they responded in faith and good works. That made the difference: They had the Spirit of Christ.

How can we obtain that Spirit? How can we be hope-filled disciples? Christian hope is possible only if there are grounds for hope, and the only firm grounds for Christian hope are God’s eternity and Christ’s resurrection. God will not abandon us so long as we cling to God—such trust is a gift of the Holy Spirit. Christian hope, so firmly rooted, prevents us from abandoning our goal. Christian hope is the courage to be in the circumstances in which we find ourselves. Note that such hope is not otherworldly: Christ wants us to serve in these troubling and challenging times. Christian hope has to do with where we are now, in the midst of this imperfect world and in the midst of a messy, scandalous situation. Christ has confidence that we can become voices of hope, because our hope is based on the presence and activity of God in our world now—it is based on the certitude that Christ has conquered all. Hear the words of Paul to the Romans: “In all this we are more than conquerors because of him who has loved us. For I am certain that neither death nor life... neithe the present nor the future... will be able to separate us from the love of God that comes to us in Christ Jesus” (8:38-39).

Jesus is not only the object of our hope, he is also the one who first demonstrated hope in the darkest hour of our history. Jesus is not only the object of our trust but also its exemplar, the model of our trust. He has taught us how to trust in the most difficult circumstances. Consider the conditions in which he exercised hope: He did not hide the failure of his preaching; he wept over Jerusalem, its culture, and its society. He was angered by the pettiness of the scribes and the blindness of many Pharisees, and he felt the short-sightedness of his own disciples. Yet none of this led him to despair or anxiety. The trust of Jesus in his Father’s will in moments of disappointment, failure, and betrayal is an example with which all people can identify. Jesus’ own heroic act of trust at the moment of death—his complete abandonment to the will of his heavenly Father—is an incentive to all of us.

The Bible clearly teaches us that Christian hope is based on certitude. Biblical
authors had the firm conviction that God’s promises are true: God fulfills all his promises, so God is the cause for hope. For example, Israel’s hope rested on the fact of the Exodus experience: God had rescued the people from Egypt and, in fact, had used miraculous signs to lead Israel out of Egypt. The First Testament also shows that the prophets were heralds of hope who kept alive messianic expectations. God kept his word, and the messiah was born.

Christian hope is similarly based on a fact: Christ is risen. The resurrection is not a dream or a myth; it is a reality, attested by trustworthy witnesses. Jesus is risen and alive, present and active in his church today, and is the cause of our hope. Christian hope rests on the fact of the empty tomb, and so the church, the continuation and extension of Christ in time and space, is a voice of hope and a prophetic herald of hope.

With reference to the explosive media reports of clerical sexual abuse, I say that if there are new problems and new difficulties in our day, there are also, by God’s bounty, new solutions and help. Whenever the church has allowed herself to be filled with the Spirit of God—God’s power and truth—and whenever the church has followed the discipline of prayer, meditation, and self-denial, then the church has been strong—much stronger than the world. Conversely, whenever the church has been timid, afraid to witness, copying the practices of the world, more interested in gathering status to herself, then the church has been weak. The church today cannot fulfill Christ’s mandate to teach and sanctify and shepherd without the Spirit of God, the Spirit of power and truth. But God is more ready and willing to give us that power and truth than we are to accept it. With the gift of the Holy Spirit, the church is more than sufficiently ready for the task at hand: That fact gives us hope.

What does God expect of us in our day and age? God wants us to be unifiers and healers—people of hope. God wants unity in our world and church, unity that will reflect the unity in the Trinity. Whoever brings unity and healing, however, usually suffers. Consider John XXIII for example. When Father Angelo Roncalli was ordained a bishop, he was given insignificant assignments, for he was not a favorite of the Roman Curia or the Vatican’s diplomatic corps. He was assigned to Bulgaria, then to Greece, then to Turkey.
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These were not significant diplomatic posts. There were not many Latin Rite Catholics in Bulgaria or Greece or Turkey. But wherever he went, Bishop Roncalli was a unifier and a person of hope.

After his election to the papacy as John XXIII, he brought that hope to his vision for the Second Vatican Council. At the solemn opening of the council in St. Peter’s Basilica in 1962, Pope John XXIII made a surprising announcement. Speaking to 2,540 bishops from all parts of the world, the Holy Father revealed that he had not convoked the council merely to reiterate ancient fundamental doctrines. The church does not need that, Pope John said. What the church needs is a “leap forward.” The pope had coined a new church term. This call for a “leap forward” did not reflect the customary carefully crafted and cautious language of former papal statements; it offered a fresh concept and a call for creative and courageous change. A “leap forward” was John XXIII’s own simple phrase to describe the purpose of the Second Vatican Council. Guided by the Holy Spirit, he discerned that the church needed such a “leap.” Nowhere is that need expressed more clearly than in the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.

Pope John also referred to the council as a “new Pentecost.” He had hoped that the Christian community could be reborn at Vatican II in order to evangelize the modern world. While he may never have heard the contemporary word “inculturation,” Pope John knew its meaning, for he was calling for the inculturation of the Gospel in our world. This was a radical suggestion.

To what extent has the church made this leap? Have there been, in recent times, a few steps backward? Has the church been faithful to the vision of John XXIII? Does the Pentecost of Vatican II continue?

In the liturgical leap forward, we saw our patterns of worship change. Latin texts gave way to vernacular, and lay people assumed new ministries at the Eucharist and in the other rites. Vatican II was bringing to God’s people new liturgical forms and rites.

Of course, in a certain sense, what was “new” was actually a return to an older, more authentic tradition in the church’s life. What the Vatican II liturgical reform promoted was a call to go back to the early church and to the living liturgy. The early Christians knew that the liturgy was the “work of the people”—the work of the celebrating community. During the Middle Ages, unfortunately, there had been a progressive decline in the Latin Rite of active participation by the faithful in the liturgy. An increasing distance separated the sanctuary from the nave. These centuries also saw the abandonment of having the faithful bring gifts to be offered during the Eucharist; they saw the adoption of a liturgical language that was increasingly different from the language spoken by the people. Chanting became the prerogative of trained bodies of singers and cantors, and the choir replaced the congregation in sung worship. All these factors turned the laity into spectators so passive that liturgical books of the day no longer even mentioned their presence.

This brief historical memo should remind us of how much we owe to the liturgical pioneers—the founders of the liturgical movement—who worked to correct this deplorable situation and would not give up. They were persons who patiently persevered. This memo should also teach us to have hope, to trust the Holy Spirit who guides the church and purifies it.

John XXIII endured many disappointments. Many in the Roman Curia did not favor the calling of an ecumenical council, and many of the Roman congregations did not agree with John’s vision of an ecclesiastical “leap forward.” But John XXIII was a person of hope, and he did not abandon his vision. We need to recall his words about our shared worship: “The liturgy must not become a relic in a museum but remain the living prayer of the church.” And, I would add, it must be in the living language of God’s people!

Liturgical reform and renewal have been well established, and those who want to turn back the clock on reform are few, but they are vocal. Let me cite for you some examples of what liturgists currently identify as steps backward from the progress of reform.

In Misericordia Dei, a recent document drafted by the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments and issued by the Holy Father, we read this well-intentioned pastoral statement: “Confessions [should] be especially available before Masses and even during Mass if there are other priests available in order to meet the needs of the faithful.” I read in the bulletin of a parish in a certain Pennsylvania diocese about that parish’s implementation of this pastoral principle: The pastor announced that confessions would now be heard during Mass up to the time of the Sanctus. This would mean people would be opening and closing confessional doors, walking up and down aisles, sliding across other people in the pews—all during the celebration of the Eucharist. Such communion, to put it mildly, would disrupt the focus of the assembly on the Eucharist they are celebrating.

The admonition that confessions be available “even during Mass,” therefore, is liturgically flawed and a regression from the fundamental principles of liturgical renewal. For any liturgist, this practice is a step backward, no matter how well-intentioned the concern for pastoral need. For the liturgist, indeed, this is a complete reversal of what was stated by the Sacred Congregation of Rites in the document Eucharisticum mysterium, issued on May 25, 1967. That document said:

In liturgical celebrations, any breakup or distraction of the community must be avoided. Care must be taken, accordingly, not to have two liturgical celebrations going on in the same church at the same time, since this would distract the attention of the people.
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Above all this must be stressed in regard to the celebration of the eucharist.\(^2\)

The reversal of this 1967 expression of a basic liturgical rule is disappointing and a sign of a return to a pre-Vatican II liturgical mentality. It should also be noted that hearing confessions during Mass also contradicts the current *Rite of Penance*, which stipulates that people "should be encouraged to approach the sacrament of penance at times when Mass is not being celebrated" (no. 13, emphasis added).

All of us are familiar with the controversies about and struggles over the *Lectionary*, *Sacramentary*, ordination rites, Psalter, the role of the International Commission on English in the Liturgy (ICEL), horizontal inclusive language, and the recent Roman instruction *Liturgiam authenticam*. Much in the content of these struggles and documents represents a pullback from the openness of Vatican II. We see an orchestrated applying of the brakes to liturgical renewal, but we must never lose hope. These liturgical skirmishes must never be allowed to take center stage. The spotlight must always remain on one basic question: Has the renewed liturgy renewed us? Have the revised rites and texts led to a transformation of people? Have we reached full, conscious, and active participation?

In pursuit of answers to such basic questions, we need to imitate the perseverance of the liturgical icons who gave us the American liturgical movement—people like Father Virgil Michel of Collegeville, Father Godfrey Diekmann, Monsignor Martin Hellriegel, and Monsignor Reynold Hillebrand. These scholars and pastors, who brought the liturgical movement to the United States—and the scores of liturgists who have sustained this movement and kept it alive—teach us to endure and persevere and hope. We must live our hope actively by writing and speaking and promoting the liturgical principles of Vatican II.

Present liturgical rites and texts may not be all they could be, but we must never become negative or hopeless liturgical ministers. We must understand that all liturgical renewal is ongoing: There will never be a perfect, absolute liturgical rite. Only God is perfect and absolute. So let us tell it the way it is: Liturgical setbacks are all around us, but we are people of hope who must continue to work for the ultimate goal of all liturgical renewal—full, conscious, and active par-

---

The convention energized me to do more in my parish life to encourage a greater emphasis on music and singing. We do a lot now, but I feel we could do more and do it better. That's my goal.

*A Convention Participant*
ticipation. In God’s providence, we may be like those who never entered the Promised Land but could still see it in the distance.

Still, being hope-filled does not allow us to ignore reality or to avoid recognizing that we will need to move mountains. Consider, for example, the particular mountain of The Authentic Liturgy, the fifth instruction “for the correct implementation of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy of the Second Vatican Council” (May 7, 2001). The non-collegial and controlling nature of this document is evident throughout. Contrary to Vatican II, which gave authority for the preparation and approval of vernacular liturgical texts to the various conferences of bishops, by authority of this document the Holy See can now pre-empt this authority and compose its own vernacular translations prepared by its own anonymous experts (nos. 76 and 104). Rome also claims the power to establish “mixed commissions” of translators (no. 93), and Rome now has free rein to establish the statutes for such commissions. What has happened to the conciliar principle of subsidiarity?

The extent of the fifth instruction’s micromanagement style is shown particularly in paragraph 108: “Within five years from the publication of this instruction, the conference of bishops . . . shall provide for the publication of a directory or repertory of texts for singing. This document shall be transmitted for the necessary recognitio (confirmation) to the Congregation for Divine Worship. The congregation will need a lot of help in proving all the musical liturgical texts from the entire Catholic world? It may well be that we have reached a stage in the post-Vatican II liturgical renewal at which conferences of bishops should establish commissions to review the music that is used in the liturgy in each country. But surely the bishops of those countries—working with musicians, liturgists, and linguistic experts—should be trusted to carry out this task faithfully and competently without having their decisions on music for their local territory submitted to Rome for its review and approval.

The various directives from the Congregation for Divine Worship aimed at ICEL’s work appear to require a word-for-word, syntax-for-syntax correspondence between the Latin and English texts. So we read in The Authentic Liturgy, paragraphs 56-58: “Certain expressions that belong to the heritage of the whole or a great part of the ancient church . . . are to be respected by a translation that is as literal as possible, as for example, the words of the people’s response et cum spiritu tuo or the expression mea culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa.” Such literalism is stifling.

Let us not forget, after all, that the present liturgical translations have been approved by the highest authority in the Holy See, yet The Authentic Liturgy calls for the reversal of certain approved translations. At the beginning of the Nicene Creed at Mass, the document states, “I believe” is to be used instead of the ancient conciliar form “We believe.” The official Catechism of the Catholic Church clearly states why we proclaim the plural form: “I believe” (Apostles’ Creed) is the faith of the Church professed personally by each believer, principally during Baptism. But ‘We believe’ (Nicene Creed) is the faith of the Church confessed . . . by

Being hope-filled does not allow us to ignore reality or to avoid recognizing that we will need to move mountains.
been praying with inaccurate texts confirmed by the Holy See?

Why does the fifth instruction forbid inclusive language when the use of such language actually results in a more faithful, more accurate translation? When the liturgical—or biblical—text addresses all human beings, that fact should be rendered in the translation. Yet the congregation continues to insist that “man” in English is generic. The evidence points to the opposite conclusion. In today’s United States, major newspapers, national magazines, television, and textbooks employ gender-inclusive language. Continued use of terms which are interpreted by the culture as gender-exclusive can only harm the church’s pastoral mission. Whether we like it or not, in the English speaking world, such exclusive language has become objectionable. If liturgical and biblical texts are proclaimed in words that do not resonate with contemporary culture, they fail to communicate.

How do we handle these tensions, these liturgical skirmishes? Blessed Pope John XXIII—that man of hope—gives us the answer: “In essential things, unity; in non-essential things, freedom; and in all things, charity.” Liturgists must never be sad-faced; we should know better than others that the Eucharist is the sacrament of hope. Liturgy is a unique moment in our lives, a moment like no other. We celebrate Eucharist in memory of Jesus Christ, who, on the night before he died, turned to God in praise and thanksgiving. Even in this terrible hour—this night of betrayal and arrest on the eve of his death on the cross—Jesus still gave praise and thanksgiving to the Father. We too must lift up our hearts and recognize the active presence of Christ in our lives, broken and shattered as they may be. We can and must praise God, even when we do not feel like it, for praise and thanksgiving are rooted in faith and not in feeling. In preparation for communion we pray to the Father: “Protect us from all anxiety as we wait in joyful hope for the coming of our Savior, Jesus Christ.” “Joyful hope!” What magnificent words!

One of the most common early Christian symbols was the fish. The first Christians made use of it because the five letters of the Greek word ichthus were also the first letters of the five Greek words which meant “Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior.” A second-century Christian inscription reads: “You hold the fish in
your hand.” At the beginning of the third Christian millennium, we can also affirm that, at every Eucharist, we hold in our hands the “fish”—Jesus Christ, Son of God, Savior. What greater incentive for hope could there be? Christian hope is made of certainty: We hope for what we already possess, for we hold Christ in our hands.

Think of the saints and martyrs and all the “little ones”—all of God’s people who have preceded us in this world. They are a sign of hope. We look to them when we think things could never get worse because these people faced troubles and turmoil, difficulties and dangers which most of us have not known. They were people of hope who persevered and conquered in the name of the Lord.

I think in particular of the famous Redemptorist theologian Bernard Häring (1912-1998), who wrote:

In wrestling with . . . the doctrinal trial concerning my writings, which ran from 1975 to 1979 . . . I believe I can say my experiences with the doctrinal congregation had a liberating effect on me . . . Whoever loves the Church must also be prepared to suffer in the Church, with the Church, through the Church, and for the Church.”

Today, great liturgists and theologians, clergy, religious, pastoral persons, and lay ministers continue to suffer in the church, with the church, through the church, and for the church. They are examples of how to maintain hope, serving the church and loving the church at the same time.

One of my favorite prayers comes from Psalm 18:30: “With you, O LORD, I can break through any barrier; with my God I can scale any wall.” This verse reflects confidence in God, confidence that gives us courage to face all of life’s difficulties. Our Lord prayed the psalms often, so, no doubt, he prayed this psalm, which gave him strength and courage. May such psalm prayers take away our discouragement and disillusionment and inspire in us new strength.

When voices call us to return to a liturgical mentality and practice prior to Vatican II, we need to say to one another: “Keep up your courage.” When liturgical expertise is not respected, we must say to one another: “Keep up your courage.” When fundamental principles of liturgical renewal are reversed, we must remind one another: “Keep up your courage.” As pastoral musicians we have the responsibility to make sure that the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy continues to breathe life into our worship.

All of us need to imitate the hope and perseverance of St. Paul. Paul was a man of hope; in fact, he uses the word “hope” more than any other New Testament writer. Paul puts the concept of hope at the very center of his theology, as when he writes to his parishioners in Corinth: “Since we have hope, we act very boldly” (2 Cor. 3:12).

Since we have hope, we must act boldly. We must not be timid in promoting the truths of the Second Vatican Council. We must not be timid in promoting liturgical renewal. We must not be timid in implementing the reforms of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.

Christian hope gets in the way of our righteous anger, but Christian hope also turns dreams into reality. There may be a thousand reasons for pessimism, but there is always one reason for hope, and that one reason is sufficient: The risen Lord is with us. This risen Lord has said: “Keep up your courage.” When it comes to the church, refine, reform, renew, but never give up on it. Love the church; be instruments of hope for a renewed liturgy.

In his second letter to the Corinthians, Paul writes: “Because we possess the ministry through God’s mercy, we do not give in to discouragement” (4:1). These are powerful and timely words for us. I say to you who are in the liturgical ministry of the church: Persevere, keep up your courage, and be voices of hope!

Notes


2. This part of the document is based on the response to a dubium posed to the congregation: “May the faithful accede to the sacrament of penance during the celebration of the Mass?” The reply, signed by the congregation’s prefect, Cardinal Jorge Arturo Medina Estévez, and its undersecretary, Monsignor Mario Marini, was published in the congregation’s bulletin, Notitiae (No. 419-420 [2001], 259-260): “It is therefore clearly legitimate to hear confessions, also during Mass, whenever the faithful might ask for this ministry. In the event of a concelebration, everything possible must be done to allow a few priests to abstain from concelebrating, so that they may be available to the faithful wishing to partake of the sacrament of penance.”

Musicians: Prophetic Voices of Hope

BY BISHOP MATTHEW H. CLARK

For three days you have been hearing about voices of hope. You are the voices of hope, you are hope for the future, you are hope in the present. You have been encouraged over and over to proclaim the word of God in song and psalm, not just half-heartedly but with great conviction. You have been reminded of the importance of music in bringing life, comfort, and hope to the people of God. I imagine that many—if not all—of you (with the possible exception of the local volunteers who made this convention possible) are feeling energized and excited. Most likely, you are looking forward to going home and sharing the new ideas, music, and energy of this gathering with your parish communities.

You came to this liturgy alive with this renewed energy and hope, and you have just listened to two of the most depressing readings in the lectionary [Jeremiah 26:1-9 and Matthew 13:54-58]. What a way to pop the balloon! Both the prophet Jeremiah and Jesus suffer rejection at the hands of their own people; neither one is accepted for the words he speaks. How can these readings be viewed as voices of hope?

On the surface they may not seem very hopeful, but fortunately we know that neither Jeremiah nor Jesus was ultimately destroyed by the lack of faith in the people to whom they preached. Instead, both of them were able to triumph over the lack of belief as well as the lack of support and acceptance that they faced. They remained voices of hope in their communities—voices that certainly

My soul was nourished this week by the music. Thank you.

A Convention Participant

Most Rev. Matthew H. Clark is the ordinary of the Diocese of Rochester, New York. This article is based on the homily that he preached at the closing Region I Convention Eucharist on August 2, 2002. An audio recording of that celebration (Rochester NPM-104-A and NPM-104-B) is available from Veranda Communications, Inc.
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called others to task and to accountability but also voices that proclaimed a God who loved and saved those communities as well. The God they proclaimed was a God who wanted only the best for these people. But in receiving the great gifts of God, the people were also called to stretch themselves, to experience a new way of life—a way that would not necessarily be comfortable or easy. It was a difficult message that Jeremiah and Jesus spoke to their people, a message that only a few were able, at first, to hear and embrace.

Is that not also what many of you have faced as musicians in the church? How many of you have introduced a new hymn only to see blank faces staring back at you from the congregation as you enthusiastically invite them to sing with one another and with you? How often have you heard from disgruntled and unhappy parishioners—and perhaps even from fellow staff members and clergy—about poor choices of music or about the work needed to learn something new, music that you spent hours preparing, music that speaks to the heart of the readings but whose text may challenge people and make them uncomfortable because of its message?

You are the voices of hope; you are today’s prophets. Through your art, you have tremendous power to bring the word of God alive for people. In doing so, though, you also face the same kind of disinterest, laziness, disbelief, and dislike that prophets like Jeremiah and Jesus faced. Often, the story of the prophets is the story of people pleading: “Don’t kill the messenger!” Today, you are the messenger.

Little in a liturgy touches people as directly as music. It is a tangible element in a ritual filled with intangibles. Therefore, it is what people remember most often, and it is often what people most criticize. Quite honestly, few members of an average congregation are going to know whether or not the presider speaks all of the correct words in the various prayers of the liturgy. But let the cantor or the choir or the organist make a mistake, and it is there for all to hear! Music has great power to influence the liturgy, and you—our church music leaders of today and tomorrow—are responsible for using that power to build up the kingdom of God.

As voices of hope in your communities, you are called to challenge the complacent, to shake up the status quo. Just like Jeremiah, you may face dangers in doing so. But, just like Jeremiah, you must continue to speak the truth—a truth reiterated in so many documents—that music is not just an “add-on” to the liturgy but an integral part of our celebrations. Liturgical music is not just to cover movement (“a little traveling music”) or to fill up empty space; it is as important to the liturgy as bread, wine, the presider, or the whole assembly.

This is a message that will not always be easy to speak, but it is a message that must be spoken and sung and played. And you, the voices of hope, are called to speak it and sing it and play it. As voices of hope, you have been commissioned in these few days to bring this message home to your communities. Some of you will be welcomed with open arms and warm embraces. The reception that others receive may be less welcoming, and you may be viewed with suspicion or find your message completely disregarded. Whatever you are going home to, remember the joy, the energy, and the hope that you found here. Remember that you are a voice of hope within our church.
The Roman Catholic ritual documents have for decades made it clear: This bread for this Eucharist, to make it clear that communion is “a sharing in the sacrifice actually being offered” (General Instruction of the Roman Missal 2000, no. 85). But in practice, not much was made of this ideal until perhaps fifteen years ago, and then not enough for it to make a difference in the typical parish Sunday liturgy. No one can claim that wonders happen simply by putting the tabernacle off limits during the eucharistic liturgy, but we can claim that not doing so bears witness to a Sunday-by-Sunday disbelief in the assembly’s essential role in the eucharistic deed, disbelief perhaps in the very existence of the assembly. If the response to that claim is, “But no one really notices or cares, so how could it matter,” then my case is made that good practice and mystagogy about the Eucharistic Prayer have been inadequate. Instead, convenience and efficiency and bad theology hold sway over the holy, reverent, inconvenient and inefficient deeds of Sunday liturgy.

When any of the bread for holy Communion is taken from the tabernacle, the one doing or allowing this makes a statement, something like: “We come now to that time in the Mass, only accidentally bound to all that’s gone before, when those who intend to receive the Body of Christ may come forward and do so.” Deadly. All connection with what has gone before is severed. Only the priest or only some of the other members of the assembly receive the bread that was brought forward in this liturgy, the bread over which this assembly gave thanks and praise to God. The static is chosen over the dynamic, the literal over the sacramental. But what the tabernacle-first practice truly separates is not simply the Eucharistic Prayer from the Communion but the majority of the assembly from both. (It has been said that taking bread from the tabernacle is like preparing a great feast in the presence of the guests then feeding them from the fridge. That’s cute, but it misses the full point because it accepts a we/they viewpoint of what is happening here.)

Given the primacy and importance of Sunday Eucharist (see Dies Domini, no. 34), why are non-Eucharist Sunday rites even considered (let alone detailed in various official books)? Why not? If we continue to eat the reserved bread from the tabernacle even when the ordained minister is present and the Eucharistic Prayer has been prayed, why should we not be satisfied with the bread from the tabernacle when the minister is not present and the prayer has not been prayed?

What, then, is said or implied about the assembly whenever the tabernacle is opened at Sunday liturgy? And when that is done Sunday after Sunday, what formation is taking place? What understanding of ourselves is conveyed when the Eucharistic Prayer is divorced from the holy Communion? What ways of being in the world are we learning when we divorce the bringing of gifts—that is, all that we do for the poor and for the church embodied in this bread, this wine, prepared and brought to the table by this assembly—from our deed of holy Communion? For what are we learning to hunger, the bread that here on our table bears the weight of mystery and sacrifice, or any piece of sacred bread stored away? Which hunger can drive our living through the week?

Few of those who lead in parish liturgical celebration recognize this as a problem. These people would generally recognize that there’s something amiss if people can’t hear or understand the readers of Scripture or if few bother to sing the acclamations and songs. But there’s no such sense for the preparation of the table, the Eucharistic Prayer, and the Communion rite as rites of the assembly. There is so little understanding of what the reform demands, let alone why it demands it. There is so little feeling for what the assembly is doing when we do the Eucharistic Prayer and then come to the table. Those who want a lively liturgy look elsewhere for sources of liturgy’s life. Those who want a “sacred” liturgy look elsewhere for sources of that sacredness. And then, if we cannot understand who we are as this assembly and what our gathering into assembly demands of us, what chance is there for any of us to know who we are?

A parish rule (this bread for this Communion) would need a context: the whole manner in which the preparation rites, Eucharistic Prayer, and Communion are done at every Mass on every Lord’s Day. That is good, long work, and it invites lively catechesis. The breakthrough is when everybody “gets it.”

Mr. Gabe Huck, who served for many years as the director of Liturgy Training Publications, is a freelance writer living in Chicago. This four-part series offers a set of reflections on basic liturgical actions and elements and on practices that continue to hamper the assembly from taking its proper role, exercising its rights, and fulfilling its duties, Sunday by Sunday.
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Music Educators

Music Educators of the Year

Three educators were recipients of the prestigious “Music Educator of the Year Award” at this summer’s regional conventions. NPM President J. Michael McMahon and members of the Mus-Ed Board presented the award at the NPM Members’ Breakfast during each gathering. These members of our division were selected because of their outstanding service to music education in their communities. We celebrate the several decades of work and joy that they have contributed to the musical formation of so many whom they have taught.

Sister Teresita Espinosa, csj, is presently a professor of music and chair of the Music Department at Mount St. Mary’s College, Los Angeles. She also serves as a music education clinician and choral adjudicator. A member of the Music Commission for the Los Angeles Archdiocese’s Office for Worship, she is also the music director for special liturgies for the Sisters of St. Joseph.

Sister Teresita holds a baccalaureate of music in performance from Mount St. Mary’s College and a master’s and doctoral degree in music education from the University of Southern California. Her post-doctoral work in music education has taken place at Harvard University, Oxford University, and Cambridge University. Sister Teresita’s teaching experience includes work at the elementary, secondary, and college levels.

Teresita has served as chair of the NPM Music Educators’ Board of Directors for several years and, at the time of the award, she was serving as past-president of the division. She has been the recipient of the Outstanding Faculty Award at Mount St. Mary’s College, a special Presidential Citation from NPM, and special recognition from the National Association for Music Education (MENC). Sister holds memberships in the College Directors Association, California Music Society, the American Choral Executives, MENC, and, of course, NPM.

In response to Sister Teresita’s award, Father Virgil Funk, NPM President Emeritus, wrote the following note:

Sister Teresita served the first Mus-Ed Board with distinction, gently guiding the leadership group in the uphill task of building a new division for music educators in the Catholic Church. Because music educators serve both education and music, they are pulled among three organizations: the National Catholic Education Association (for educators working in Catholic schools), the National Association of Pastoral Musicians (for liturgical music), and MENC—The National Association for Music Education (for professional music educators).

The challenge for the future will be the same as for the past—to offer an effective way for music educators to develop in the areas represented by these three associations. Sister Teresita, as a teacher of music education, has successfully combined these three areas in her life and in her teaching.

Congratulations, Sister Teresita, you are a perfect model for others to follow.
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Sister Winifred Crevier, osf, has a music education degree from Silver Lake College in Manitowoc, Wisconsin, a master’s degree in theory and composition from the University of Madison, Wisconsin, and a Kodaly certificate from Silver Lake. Her professional affiliations are with the Kodaly Educators of America, NPM, NPM Mus-Ed, and MENC.

Sister Winifred has taught music at every level, from pre-school through college, in Catholic schools for forty-four years. Her teaching assignments have taken her to Michigan, California, Arizona, and Wisconsin. In addition to her current teaching role, Sister Winifred also serves as organist and director for an adult choir at St. Andrew Parish in Manitowoc. She is honored this year as a Music Educator of the Year particularly for her dedication to NPM Mus-Ed during her time as a representative of the division in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, for her belief in continuing education, and for her dedication to liturgical training for music educators.

Sister Mary Carol, osf, a former classmate of Sister Winifred, describes her as “an exuberant person who loves music and loves to teach. Sister strongly believes in continuing education and is not afraid of a challenge.”

Carmela (Millie) Connolly began her music career in her home town, New York City, playing and singing in St. Cecilia Parish. She has thirty-five years experience teaching music in New Jersey parochial grammar schools, and she is currently the organist and music minister at St. Joseph Church, Lodi, New Jersey, where she directs three choirs: adult, junior, and Italian. Her parochial duties also include participating in the pre-Cana program—explaining the role of music in the liturgy and helping couples plan music for weddings—and coordinating the music for adult initiation and other sacramental celebrations. She and her husband, John, are the parents of two children and the grandparents of two. A member of NPM for the previous twenty-five years, Millie serves on the steering committee for the newly-formed NPM Chapter in the Archdiocese of Newark, New Jersey.

About her work as a music educator, Millie comments: “I thank God for every day. I thoroughly enjoy teaching children both in school and in church and have been enriched by their energy, participation, and willingness to learn. My ministry is a happy and rewarding treasure which I share with the children with whom I come in contact.”

"This is the ideal new collection for choirs wanting simpler anthems of real and lasting value.
There are plenty of classics by the great masters, plus an attractive cross-section of recent pieces by gifted and expert writers. Excellent value, and sure to become a ‘standard’ in church choir libraries."
—John Rutter

THE NEW OXFORD EASY ANTHEM BOOK

3533189 $14.95

This new collection presents a vast range of repertoire, from the Renaissance to the present day, scored for SATB voices with the minimum of divisi. The New Oxford Easy Anthem Book presents music for every season of the Church’s year and features 20 brand-new arrangements by Malcolm Archer, Alan Bullard, Andrew Carter, Bob Chilcott, Simon Lole and David Willcocks.

Oxford choral music is available at all fine music stores. Be sure to write to us for a copy of our new Choral Catalog.
Put Your Ensemble on the World Stage...

At ENCORE TOURS we customize performance tours to highlight your choir's unique repertoire, experience and interests. Our skilled Performance Tour Representatives will help you create an itinerary that balances sightseeing with rehearsal and performing requirements. All details are orchestrated by Encore Tours to ensure your concert tour goes off without a hitch.

Centrally Located Hotels

Guaranteed Audiences

Private Masses

Dynamic Concert Venues

Insurance for Everyone

Direct Billing to Your Participants

24-Hour Service of Knowledgeable Tour Manager

Fantastic Group Leader Benefits

For more information, please contact Encore Tours at 1 877 460 3801 or visit us at www.encoretours.com
I write this column having just returned from a wonderful regional convention sponsored by the Chapter and Diocese of Rochester, New York. The convention was a great example of the collaboration of a strong diocesan office and an active local chapter. Congratulations to Ginny Miller and the entire chapter on a very successful conference—and to the other local coordinators and committees as well. Their hard work brought outstanding music, presentations, workshops, and opportunities for prayer to three wonderful cities this summer.

One of the highlights was the chapter directors’ chew and chat, where the Council of Chapters and twenty chapter directors or their representatives met to discuss the issues that face chapters in these times. We shared stories of both successes and trials. The theme of the convention—“Voices of Hope”—was very much present in the room during our meeting.

Our new president, J. Michael McMahon, joined us to share his vision of the crucial role of chapters in the life of the national association. He challenged us to spread the message of hope that only NPM can give to the church, encouraging us to be confident in the worth of our efforts. Of course, some of you met Michael at the Anaheim and Omaha regional conventions where he also addressed these concerns and heard from you about your successes and challenges as chapter officers.

Michael has also asked for space in this issue to offer public thanks to the Church Musicians Guild of Buffalo, New York (the NPM chapter in that diocese), and to the NPM Chapter in Altoona-Johnstown, Pennsylvania, for their decision to assist with reducing the association’s deficit by not asking for this year’s chapter dues rebate.

The Council of Chapters meets twice a year, in February and at one of the regional conventions or, in even numbered years, at the national convention. At our recent meeting we discussed the upcoming national convention in Cincinnati and the breakout sessions that will respond to the needs of chapter officers.

We are also preparing for our first elections that will gradually replace the appointed members of the Council of Chapters; these first members of the council have been meeting for the previous three years. Watch the mail for more information on candidates and the election process.

Rick Gibala, one of the council members and its present chair, will remain on the council for one term as an ex-officio member. Most of you know him personally as the longtime and devoted coordinator for chapters, formerly a national office position. There are hardly words to describe how indebted we all are for his leadership, his unique brand of hospitality, and the mentoring he has offered to countless pastoral musicians and local chapters. We also thank him for the many years he carefully and creatively edited this column in Pastoral Music. Thanks, Rick.

Vice-Chair, Council of Chapters

P.S. Don’t forget to let us know what’s happening in your chapter. If your chapter isn’t listed here, make sure that you look in the chapter manual and copy page G-4 to fill out the publications form before Christmas. Or e-mail the information to npmmem@npm.org.

Arlington, Virginia

The chapter held a very successful spring workshop at the George Mason University Newman Center for teen choir members. Dr. Elaine Rendler electrified the participants and the directors in attendance. Earlier in the spring, the chapter held its annual and popular Shrove Tuesday luncheon. Sylvia Mulhern, the chapter director, convened a strategy session with the combined boards of the Arlington and Washington, DC, chapters early in the season to strategize for the coming months. In May of 2003, both chapters will sponsor a choral conducting clinic with Hal Hopson as the presenter.

Columbus, Ohio

The chapter’s inaugural event was evening prayer celebrated at St. Joseph’s Cathedral. Other events last season included a contemporary Advent program, a mini-Gospel revival, and a music reading session. Events planned for the 2002-2003 season include a picnic, a retreat, and joining together as the music ministry for the Faith Formation Congress this fall.

Erie, Pennsylvania

In April, at the chapter’s spring dinner and hymn sing in Meadville, 113 pastoral musicians came together for evening prayer, dinner, and conversation. The hymn sing following dinner focused on new and familiar music for the communion rite, funerals, and weddings. This chapter also produces one of the most informative and attractive newsletters we’ve seen: The summer issue focused on upcoming events, including a September talk by Jesuit Jerome Hall, PH.D., parish ministries conferences with rehearsals for the Masses at eight locations throughout the diocese, and a diocesan sponsored meeting on the implementation of the third edition of the Roman Missal.

Gary, Indiana

The sixth annual choral festival was held February 22 and 24 under the direction of Dan Pollack. Seventeen parishes sent singers to participate in this retreat-festival focusing on the meaning of the Transfiguration in our own lives and ministry. On April 14, singers from eleven parishes gathered for a choral reading session at St. Bridget Church in Hobart, Indiana. Earlier in the spring, the chapter’s liaison to organists, Harold Homans, contacted all of the organists and the director of music, asking them to consider certification in one of the AGO or NPM programs and to attend some of the fine organ recitals in their area.

For the 2002-2003 season, the chapter is planning to reach out to all the pastoral musicians of the diocese through a series of deanery and neighborhood gatherings. Organists, cantors, and choir directors will be involved in the presentations to reach out to the diverse ethnic communities of the diocese.
Hartford, Connecticut

The chapter sponsored four events last season, including presentations on Sibelius Notation Software, funeral rites, management strategies for a parish music program, and an overview of the AGO/NPM organists' certification process. Also last year, the newsletter was redesigned and a website was begun. The expanded newsletter includes authorized reprints of noteworthy articles in national journals and magazines of particular interest to pastoral musicians. New membership and recruiting strategies have also been put into place. For the new year, the chapter is kicking off the season with a dinner and presentation by Passionist priest and composer David Cinquegrani.

Newark, New Jersey

This new chapter held its first meeting in April. Christopher Walker came to speak about revitalizing the music ministry to more than one hundred pastoral musicians in attendance. In May, the chapter sponsored a choral reading session with music supplied by three major publishers. For the 2002-2003 season, topics for meetings include weddings, the Triduum, a hymn festival, and a focus on sacraments. Tentatively scheduled presenters include John Ferguson, J. Michael McMahon, James Chepponis, and John Miller. The chapter and diocese are also sponsoring three cantor schools and two organ schools.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

This chapter continues to enjoy a very strong and beneficial relationship with its diocesan sponsor. Their monthly newsletter is also an organ of the office of worship and publishes articles and news of events of interest to musicians and liturgists.

In January, the chapter sponsored a post-Christmas retreat with auxiliary bishop David Zubik as the guest speaker.

Rapid City, South Dakota

The chapter sponsored a summer workshop which featured a presentation on teamwork by the prioress of St. Martin’s Monastery. Workshops in conjunction with the day included keyboard, guitar, organ, youth and children’s choirs, cantors, choral conducting, and vocal production. The day concluded with a reading session of music from GIA and OCP.

St. Petersburg, Florida

More than 130 people from twelve parishes attended a Mardi Gras Party featuring a dinner of jambalaya and beignets. The day included great music, entertainment, and door prizes. Also last season, the chapter sponsored a three-day retreat led by Father Paul Colloton of the NPM National Office at the Benedictine monastery of St. Leo’s Abbey. It was so successful that this retreat is expected to be an annual event. For the coming season, the chapter is sponsoring a day of workshops and presentations called “Music Basics 4 and Beyond” with sessions for beginning and advanced musicians.
Scranton, Pennsylvania

In January, in a church that regularly celebrates the liturgical hours, Father Albert Liberatore presented a workshop entitled “Yes! You Can Implement the Liturgy of the Hours in Your Parish!” Doreen Ignatovitch led a February presentation that asked “are all the psalms the same?” It examined the various genres of the psalms and how their proclamation is affected by their true meaning. In April, Father Jack Ceracci gave a presentation entitled “Empowering the Occasional Community,” which examined those occasional liturgies in parishes such as weddings, funerals, baptisms, and reconciliation services and offered strategies for dealing with the unique challenges presented to those who lead these services. The season was concluded in May with an intergenerational choir festival in Wilkes-Barre.

Washington, DC

The chapter had a very successful year, with frequent regular meetings, monthly board meetings, and monthly MMMD lunches. One of the highlights was a clergy-musician workshop on the Order of Christian Funerals. The annual Lenten retreat with Sister Sheila Browne was well attended as were the neighborhood meetings held throughout the archdiocese.

The chapter is looking forward to the new season with great expectation since a re-invigorated relationship with the Office of Worship has culminated in financial support for many of the upcoming programs and publicity. Among the highlights are a September clergy-musician dinner with John Romeri and James Chepponis, a focus on music for weddings in October, and a St. Cecilia Day Eucharist with Cardinal Theodore McCarrick presiding and speaking to the musicians of the archdiocese for the first time since taking office.

This Space Reserved for Your Chapter

If your chapter’s news didn’t appear in this column, don’t forget to send us word of your chapter’s events. There are now seventy-one chapters. But the reports in this issue show that we have yet to hear from fifty-eight of those chapters. Tell us what you’re proud of in your diocese and chapter.

Known by the Company We Keep.

Rodgers Instruments are played at:

Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall, Portland, Oregon

Aspen Music Festival, Aspen, Colorado

Azusa Pacific University, Azusa, California

Baylor University School of Music, Waco, Texas

Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah

Carnegie Hall, New York, New York

Pensacola Christian College, Pensacola, Florida

Ricks College, Rexburg, Idaho

St. Ignatius Loyola Cathedral, West Palm Beach, Florida

The Juilliard School, New York, New York

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
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Rodgers Instruments LLC
A member of the Roland Group
1300 N.E. 25th Avenue, Hillsboro, Oregon 97124 (503) 648-4181 • FAX (503) 648-4181
Email: marketing@rodgersain.com www.rodgersinstruments.com
©2002 Rodgers Instruments LLC
This is one of the many comments we receive from delighted organists who have desired a classical organ for home or studio use. At AHLBORN-GALANTI, we want to make the dream of having your own classic organ at home a reality.

Unfortunately, lots of other things just get in the way. There’s always other priorities. You know them! And until now, electronic classical instruments just haven’t been convincing for many organists. Does this sound like you? If you’re like many organists who have always wanted an organ at home but it was just out of reach, then now is the opportunity you’ve been waiting for.

Through special arrangements with our factory, and support from our loyal dealer network, we have chosen one organ from our remarkable 11 model range. We offer it to you for a very limited time, for only $10,495.**

A comprehensive 26 stop organ
The 26 stop AHLBORN-GALANTI SL250 organ sets a new level of quality of pipe organ tone in non-pipe organs. It’s the little things that matter. Such as divided expression with proper harmonic tapering. No unification or borrowing, built-in light for AGO pedal board. Eight programmable toe studs and dual-memory capture combination action with 5 general and automatic return to handset pistons. Temperament change including Werckmeister III. Patented windchest layouts which create the special disbursement of pipe sounds from various locations as on a pipe organ wind chest and AHLBORN-GALANTI’s acclaimed Sampled Wave Processing™ technology.

Advanced internal 3 channel speaker and powerful 150w. amplification system for clean articulated pipe organ sound.
On-board 26,000 event digital sequencer. MIDI IN, OUT, & THRU. Special finishing sets that allows the organist to select Classic or an alternate, more Romantic voicing. Chimes with 25 note compass, a very solid and comfortable organ bench with storage. Plus the security of total warranty care on parts for TEN YEARS.

The quality built and attractive compact console adheres to specifications of the American Guild of Organists, and offers extraordinary value even at $14,000.
Simply put, the SL250 is the perfect instrument for home, teaching studio or small church. And you can own one now for the amazing price of $9,995.
(after Pastoral Musician $500 Bonus)

Here is the comprehensive specification:

** SWELL **
- Flute à Cheminée 8’
- Viola da Gamba 8’
- Viola Céleste 8’
- Spitzflöte 4’
- Blockflöte 2’
- Plein jeu IV-V
- Sesquialtera II
- Basson 16’
- Trompette 8’
- Tremulant

** GREAT **
- Quintaton 16’
- Principal 8’
- Holzgedack 8’
- Octave 4’
- Koppelflöte 4’
- Super Octave 2’
- Fourniture IV
- Krummhorn 8’
- Chimes
- Swell to Great

** PEDAL **
- Principal 16’
- Subbass 16’
- Octave 8’
- Bass Flute 8’
- Choral Bass 4’
- Mixture IV
- Posaune 16’
- Schalmei 4’
- Great to Pedal
- Swell to Pedal

There is a limitation. You must register before 5pm 11/29/02 & take delivery before 12/20/02. By registering you are under no obligation to purchase. This is an investment for the rest of your life!

Now... you can make your dream a reality.
Hotline is a membership service listing members seeking employment, churches seeking staff, and occasionally church music supplies or products for sale. A listing is printed twice (once each in the next available issues of Pastoral Music and Notebook) and appears on the web page—www.npm.org—for two months (updated on the fifteenth of each month). The cost is $20 to members, $30 to non-members for the first fifty words. The cost is doubled for 51-100 words (limit: 100 words exclusive of heading and contact information). We encourage institutions offering salaried positions to include the salary range in the ad. Other useful information: instruments in use (pipe or electronic organ, piano), size of choirs.

The Membership Department provides this service at the National Office. Ads may be submitted by e-mail to npmem@npm.org, faxed to (202) 723-2262, or mailed to: Hotline Ads, 225 Sheridan Street, NW, Washington, DC 20011-1452. When submitting your ad, please include your membership number, the name of the person or institution to whom the invoice should be mailed, and acknowledgement of the posting dates.

Position Available

ARIZONA

Director of Liturgy and Music. St. John Vianney Parish, 180 Soldier Pass Road, Sedona, AZ 86336. Phone: (928) 282-7545; cell phone: (928) 301-0697. There are 850 families in this vibrant Vatican II parish, where we consider liturgy the "source and summit" of our faith. Duties include liturgical planning, music planning, working with the other ministries in an active growing parish. Organ and two Steinway concert pianos. Salary contingent on experience. Please call, position available immediately. Music and people skills essential. Spanish would be helpful but not required. We have adult, teen, and children's choirs and active youth and educational programs. Contact Dr. Chuck Reaume, Administrator, at above address or numbers. HLP-5989.

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC. St. Paul Catholic Church, 330 West Coral Gables Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85023. Phone: (602) 942-2608; fax: (602) 548-0708. Full-time position at St. Paul's Catholic Church in Moon Valley. Position requires strong vocal skills, piano skills, and the ability to direct musicians and singers. The director will provide leadership for weekend Masses as well as holy days and other liturgical functions. A degree in music is preferred. Must be a practicing Catholic in good standing. Salary commensurate with education and experience. Send cover letter and resume to Father Gregory Schlarb. Please contact Father Greg with questions. HLP-5971.

CALIFORNIA

Director of Liturgy and Spirituality. St. Mary Magdalene Catholic Church, 1945 Illion Street, San Diego, CA 92110. Phone: (619) 276-1041; fax: (619) 276-0144; e-mail: jeanne@stmurraymagonline.org. Full-time with benefits available 9/02. Competitive salary commensurate with experience; 1,700 parish families and double classroom school. Proficiency in organ and piano, responsible for all liturgical celebrations, rehearsals and direction of choirs and cantors, training of all liturgical ministers, weddings and funerals, prepare participation aids for special liturgies. More detailed description available upon request. Ideal candidate would be a Catholic who has a BA in music and experience; graduate degree in liturgy and/or church music a plus. For more information contact Jeanne at St. Mary Magdalene. HLP-5956.

COLORADO

Music Director. St. Peter Catholic Church, PO Box 827, Monument, CO 80132. Growing parish, 1,000+ families, is looking for a part-time director, twenty hours per week. Requires a BA in music with strong keyboard skills, ability to work collaboratively, and a lived knowledge of Catholic worship. Responsible for rehearsing, directing, and helping accompany choir for four weekend Masses and other scheduled parish liturgies. Good communication, administrative, and team building skills required. Salary range $16,000-$18,000 DOE. Send resume, cover letter, references, and salary requirements to Pastor. HLP-5969.

CONNECTICUT

Director of Music-Organist. St. Mary Church, 669 West Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06850. Phone: (203) 866-5546. Position available September 2002. Responsibilities include working with existing adult choir, playing for weekends and holy days, and playing for weddings and funerals for an additional stipend. Candidate should be proficient in organ, piano, conducting, and work well with people. Instruments include a beautiful ten-year-old Austin pipe organ and new Yamaha grand piano. Prefer candidate with Catholic parish experience and music degree. Send resume to Fr. Gregory Huminski. HLP-5967.

FLORIDA

Cantors. St. Ann Catholic Church, Naples, FL. Phone: (239) 262-4256, ext. 209; e-mail: stannmusic@earthlink.net. Qualified vocalists needed to cantor weekends, holy days, funerals, and weddings. All paid services. Contact Cynthia Dallas, Director of Music, for audition package and information. HLP-5960.

PIANIST/ORGANIST. St. Ann Catholic Church, Naples, FL. Phone: (239) 262-4256, ext. 209; e-mail: stannmusic@earthlink.net. Two or more services a week, paid per service. Contact Cynthia Dallas, Director of Music, for audition package and information. HLP-5962.

Director of Music. Holy Cross Church, 506 26th Street West, Palmetto, FL 34221. Full-time director of music for a parish of 1,400 families and seasonal parishioners
on the Gulf Coast. Responsibilities include coordinating music for all liturgies, training and administration of cantors, playing the organ, and building a music program that includes a choir or choirs. Qualifications include proficiency on keyboards (vocals a plus); pastoral, liturgical, and organizational skills. A working knowledge of the Catholic liturgy is a must. Compensation is commensurate with skills and experience; benefits included. Send résumé to Fr. Christopher Senk at above address. HLP-5973.

**Director of Music Ministry.** Our Lady of the Rosary, PO Box 1229, Land O’ Lakes, FL 34639. Fax: (813) 948-1981. Dynamic, growing parish of 1,600 families, suburban community north of Tampa, Florida, seeks full-time director of music ministry. Must be proficient in keyboard and possess good vocal and leadership skills. Excellent benefits and music ministry resources. Salary commensurate with education, experience, BA or MA in music and/or liturgy a plus. Mail résumé to Fr. Ron Aubin. HLP-5984.

**Director of Liturgical Music.** St. Patrick Church, 2549 Hope Lane West, Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410. Fax: (561) 622-6471. Growing parish in the heart of the Palm Beaches, Florida, is searching for a full-time director. Relatively new installation of a four-manual Allen digitalpipe combination organ and a Yamaha Disklavier baby grand piano with full MIDI capabilities. The director will plan music for all liturgical celebrations, train adult and children’s choirs and cantors, and arrange schedules. Strong keyboard skills required; vocal training and competency desired. A wonderful opportunity for a creative, faith-filled Catholic musician to contribute to the building of a worshipping community. Salary commensurate with training and experience. Generous benefits. Send résumé to Music Search Committee. HLP-5985.

**Director of Music/Liturgy.** All Saints Catholic Church, 2801 Curlew Road, Clearwater, FL 33761. Phone: (727) 789-1025; fax: (727) 784-8025. Small Tampa Bay area parish with active assembly. Newly renovated worship space with pipe organ. Advanced keyboard and directorial skills needed for training choirs, cantors, handbells. Submit résumé and references to above address or fax number. HLP-5990.

**Georgia**

**Liturgist-Music Director.** St. Teresa Church, 421 Edgewood Lane, Albany, GA 31707. Phone: (229) 439-2302; fax: (229) 439-0516. Parish of 1,200 families seeks professional to coordinate and maintain the total liturgical and music program. Keyboard skills (both piano and organ) required. Responsible for music at four weekend liturgies, holy days, sacramental celebrations, and choir rehearsals. Weddings and funerals extra. Full benefits. Salary negotiable and commensurate with credentials and experience. Send cover letter with résumé and references to Father Stanton at above address. HLP-5964.

**Indiana**

**Director of Liturgical Music.** St. Monica Catholic Church, 222 West Mishawaka Avenue, Mishawaka, IN 46545-6100. Phone: (574) 255-2247; fax: (574) 255-8375. Individual must be of the Roman Catholic tradition and furnish references regarding the practice of the faith. Full-time opportunity for individual with keyboard (organ and piano) and vocal skills. Direct adult, children’s, handbell choirs; folk ensemble; and cantors. Parish school with four weekday liturgies (Tuesday–Friday). Member of pastoral staff. Plan all liturgical celebrations. Salary commensurate with academic qualifications and experience. Send résumé to Father James Stoyle. HLP-5972.

**Kentucky**

**Organist/Accompanist.** Cathedral of Christ the King, 299 Colony Boulevard, Lexington, KY 40502. Phone: (859) 268-2861. Parish of 2,500+ in the heart of the Bluegrass State! Immediate opening for part-time, proficient organist to accompany choir, schola, children, and cantors at two to four Masses per weekend and rehearsals. Play for all holy days, holidays, seasonal liturgies, and sacraments. Excellent sight-reading required. Weddings provide substantial extra income. Additional income to qualified candidate possible directing children and string ensemble. Resources: two-manual eighteen-rank Wicks organ, Steinway-A grand piano, and repertoire from chant to Gospel! Salary within ACO guidelines. Send résumé to Music Director until position is filled. HLP-5974.

**Louisiana**

**Director of Music Ministry.** St. Andrew the Apostle Church, 3131 Elton Street, New Orleans, LA 70131. Phone: (504) 393-2334. Part-time position. Responsibilities: planning music for Sunday and holy day celebrations, directing parish choirs, attending liturgical committee meetings. Degree in music or liturgical studies preferred. Salary commensurate with experience. Contact Rev. Paul Hart. HLP-5988.

**Maine**

**Organist/Music Director.** Saints Peter and Paul Church, 27 Bartlett Street, Lewiston, ME 04240. Phone: (207) 777-1200; fax: (207) 786-9223; web: www.SaintsPeterAndPaul.US; e-mail: Fr.Lariviere@SaintsPeterAndPaul.US. Full-time position in 1,600 family parish. Largest church in northern New England. Casavant organ with four manuals, sixty-nine ranks in rear gallery. Casavant choir organ with ten ranks controlled by four-manual Baldwin C-480 console. Degree in music or liturgy preferred. Requires excellent organ/piano and directing skills, choral/cantor training ability, good vocal skills, Gregorian chant, thorough knowledge of Catholic liturgy and liturgical music. Responsible for all music-related aspects of preparing and implementing parish and school liturgies. Position available immediately. Reading knowledge of French desirable. Practicing Catholic preferred. Salary commensurate with education and experience. Send résumé and references to Fr. Robert Lariviere. HLP-5983.

**Maryland**

**Assistant Director of Music Ministry.** Cathedral of Mary Our Queen, 5200

October-November 2002 • Pastoral Music
North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21210. Phone: (410) 464-4020. Full-time position in major Roman Catholic cathedral. Ideal candidate will possess excellent skills in organ performance, improvisation, and accompanying, with broad experience in Roman Catholic liturgy. Position entails the ability to assist in all aspects of cathedral music ministry as well as directing the Cathedral Contemporary Ensemble and Cathedral Ringers Handbell Choir. Extra compensation for some weddings and funerals. 127-rank Möller organ and Baldwin grand piano. Worship and Gather hymnals used in the cathedral. Competitive salary and benefits. Position available September 1, 2002, accepting résumés until filled. Please send résumé and three references to Associate Director Music Search Committee. HLP-5968.


Massachusetts

Director of Music Ministry-Organist, St. Mary Parish, 519 Longmeadow Street, Longmeadow, MA 01106. Phone: (413) 567-3124; e-mails: parishoffice@stmarylorg.org; blain@bc.edu. Large, suburban parish, Diocese of Springfield, seeks full-time organist to head music ministry program. Responsibilities include weekend Masses, special feasts, funerals, weddings. Choral and organ skills, working knowledge of Catholic liturgical principles required. Familiarity with various repertoire styles and ability to train other musicians and cantors. Organ renovation and mechanical rebuilding in process. Longmeadow is close to major colleges including Mt. Holyoke, Smith, UMass Amherst. Pastor and parish council are eager to re-vitalize community worship. Bachelor’s degree in music (master’s preferred) or equivalent. Salary negotiable, commensurate with qualifications and experience. Send résumé to e-mail addresses above. Full job description is available upon request. HLP-5965.

Michigan

Director of Music Ministry, St. Columban Parish, 2200 Dunstable, Birmingham, MI 48009. Phone: (248) 642-1148; e-mail: lsfoth@aol.com. Mail or e-mail résumé to Search Committee. Catholic parish of 900 families in suburban Detroit area seeks full-time music minister with a passion for Christ, for music, and for unlocking others’ gifts. Solid grounding in Catholic liturgical tradition and contemporary liturgical expression. Responsible for coordinating comprehensive parish music program, leading congregational singing, planning liturgies with planning committee, and accompanying rehearsals and liturgies. Adult choir-music ministry, instrumental ensemble, cantors, seasonal youth choir. Three weekend Masses, funerals, baptisms, weddings, holy day Masses, etc. Piano and vocal proficiency. Bachelor’s degree in music or equivalent. Competitive salary, benefits. Position available immediately. HLP-5959.

New Jersey

Principal Organist. The Church of the Ascension, 256 Azalea Drive, New Milford, New Jersey 07646. Phone: (845) 623-3622; e-mail: elliescott1013@prodigy.net. Medium-size Catholic parish in Bergen County seeks organist only (re-ports to the director of music ministries)
Announcing NEW from The Liturgical Press!
¡Anunciación NUEVO de The Liturgical Press!

MISAL DEL PUEBLO / MISSAL OF THE PEOPLE

First issue starts December 1, 2002

New bilingual missal!

With your subscription you receive:
- Bilingual side-by-side presentation
- Powerful, full-color art throughout
- Easy-to-read type
- Easy-to-handle size
- Beautiful full-color cover
- High quality white paper and durable binding
- Seasonal hymns and service music
- Four separate issues shipped quarterly

Designed for an English, Spanish, or a bilingual Church, MISAL DEL PUEBLO/MISSAL OF THE PEOPLE offers everyone an opportunity to follow the Mass in both languages and traditions.

Call for more information or to receive a FREE Sampler, 1-800-858-5450, or e-mail, sales@litpress.org.

El primer número sale el 1 de diciembre de 2002

¡Nuevo misal bilingüe!

Con su suscripción usted recibe:
- Los textos en inglés y español uno frente al otro
- Hermosas ilustraciones a todo color
- Tipo de letra fácil de leer
- Tamaño fácil de manejar
- Bella portada a todo color
- Papel blanco de alta calidad y resistente encuadernación
- Himnos y música de acuerdo al tiempo litúrgico
- Cuatro ejemplares, con entregas trimestrales de cada uno

Diseñado para una Iglesia de habla inglesa, española o bilingüe, MISAL DEL PUEBLO/MISSAL OF THE PEOPLE ofrece a todos una oportunidad de seguir la misa en ambas lenguas y tradiciones.

Llamada para más información o recibir un Dechado LIBRE 1-800-858-5450 o E-mail sales@litpress.org.

In association with / En colaboración con Obra Nacional de la Buena Prensa, A.C.

THE LITURGICAL PRESS
P.O. Box 7500, St. John’s Abbey
Collegeville, MN 56321-7500
to play at four weekend liturgies (Saturday 5:30; Sunday 9:00, 10:30, and 12:00),
holy days, festivals, etc., and to accompany
young and adult choirs at Thursday
rehearsals. Opportunity to teach at the
parish school (optional) and to teach priva-
tely available. Church salary $14,000
(1099ed) plus right of first refusal on
weddings and funerals. School salary
negotiable. For more information and to
schedule an audition, please contact Scott
Walters by phone or e-mail. This is an
immediate vacancy. HLP-5958.

Music Director. Our Lady of Victories
Church, 81 Lynn Street, Harrington Park,
NJ 07640. Phone: (201) 768-1706; fax:(201)
768-3962; e-mail: olvhp@intac.com. Seek-
ing full-time music minister—director
who is a practicing Catholic in good stand-
ing. Must have knowledge of Catholic lit-
urgy with vocal and piano/organ skills and
ability to direct singers and, at times,
a few musicians. Developing a children’s
choir and parish cantors are goals. Direc-
tor will provide for weekend and holy
day liturgies as well as other liturgical
functions. Competitive salary and ben-
efits. We are a small suburban parish
with choir and organ in loft. E-mail or
write and send résumé. HLP-5975.

Director of Music. Sacred Heart Church,
76 Broad Street, Bloomfield, NJ 07003.
Vibrant, multicultural parish seeks full-
time director of music to coordinate and
direct parish music program. Duties: or-
ganist for five weekend liturgies, direct
three choirs (adult, children, multicultur-
al), cantor program, holy days, school
Masses, monthly staff and liturgical com-
mission meetings. Requirements: bach-
elor of music degree (master’s degree
diredicted), ability to train cantors, chor-
als, skills, ability to work in a spirit of col-
aboration, thorough understanding of
current liturgical documents, and will-
ingness fully to embrace the spirit of the
parish. Comparable salary plus archdi-
ocean benefit package, paid vacation,
and office space. Please send résumé to

Director of Music and Organist. Kemble
Memorial United Methodist Church, 19
South Broad Street, Woodbury, NJ 08096.
Part-time position responsible for devel-
oping and implementing church music
program, providing organ and piano
music for two Sunday services, wed-
dings, and funerals. Direct three vocal
choirs and bell choir. Successful appli-
cant will have a degree (master’s pre-
ferred) in piano, organ, and voice and
choral performance: experience directing
youth, adult, and handbell choirs;
demonstrated proficiency on the pipe
organ. Equipment includes a Möller pipe
organ (three manuals, twenty-six ranks,
thirty-three stops, twenty-one voices, and
1,671 pipes) and Schulmerich handbells
in three octaves. HLP-5982.

Organist. St. Margaret Roman Catholic
Church, 334 Beech Avenue, Woodbury
Heights, NJ 08097. Fax: (856) 384-8123; e-
mail: almullin@prodigy.net. Seeking
part-time organist to provide musical
accompaniment at two Sunday services,
one monthly choir rehearsal, special ser-
dices, and weddings. Applicant must be
experienced in organ and piano, have
knowledge of the Catholic liturgy, and
be familiar with the Catholic musical
repertoire. Mail, e-mail, or fax résumé to
above address/number attention Ammie
L. Mullin, Music Director. HLP-5987.

Ohio

Liturgical Musician. St. Margaret of
York, 9483 Columbia Road, Loveland,
OH 45140. Phone: (513) 683-7100, ext.205;
e-mail: Fr.ToN@fuse.net. Vibrant com-

Looking for information
about the advertisers in this issue

Contact the NPM Western Office at
npmwest@npm.org

And don’t forget to visit the NPM website for links
to our advertiser's sites: www.npm.org

Pennsylvania

Minister of Music (Organist-Choir Di-
rector). Church of the Messiah, PO Box
127, Gwynedd, PA 19436-0127. Three-
quarter- or full-time position. Medium-
size suburban Philadelphia Episcopal
parish wishes to continue significant
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music ministry including several voice choirs, handbell choir, music education for congregation, church school, youth, and coordination/supervision of successful concert series. Parish seeks proficient organist, choir director, and teacher who is self-directed, people oriented, with liturgical musical background. Salary and benefits (ACO guidelines) dependent on experience and background. 1949 Möller organ (rebuilt 1991) and Kawai grand piano used for services. Send letter of inquiry, résumé, two letters of reference, and personal statement describing the candidate’s vision of the role of music in liturgical worship to Barbara Harvey, Chair, Music Search Committee. HLP-5963.

Director of Music. St. Katharine Drexel Parish, 1920 Providence Avenue, Chester, PA 19013. Position available in multicultural parish setting. Responsible for overseeing music ministry and choirs for all Sundays and all other liturgical celebrations throughout the year. Must provide references. Interested individuals contact Fr. Kevin P. Murray, Pastor, at above address. HLP-5977.

Organist-Choir Director. St. Ferdinand RC Church, 2535 Rochester Road, Cranberry Township, PA 16066. Phone: (724) 776-2888; fax: (724) 776-2378. Vibrant parish of 3,300 families seeks full-time organist-choir director. Six weekend liturgies. Responsibilities include playing five liturgies; directing adult, children, and handbell choirs; overseeing the folk ensemble and contemporary band; training cantors; weddings and funerals. Experience in Catholic worship; proficiency in organ, piano, and choral conducting. Participate in staff and worship meetings. Bachelor’s degree required (advanced degree preferred). Instruments: two-manual, fourteen-rank Wicks pipe organ, Yamaha grand piano, and three-octave Malmark handbells. Please send résumé and references to Fr. John Gallagher. HLP-5978.

Director of Music. Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 45 North Sprague Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15202. Phone: (412) 766-6660. Five weekend Masses, holy days, weekly school liturgy; weddings and funerals additional. Adult choir, three children’s choirs, two handbell choirs. Forty-five-rank Casavant organ in live acoustical environment. Candidate must have at least seven years experience with Vatican II liturgy and possess an earned BM degree; MM preferred. Application must include résumé, three references: two professional and one personal. Contact Fr. Dennis Buranosky at above address. HLP-5981.

Available

Liturgical Musician, Director. Experienced pastoral musician—liturgist available in the Seattle area. Looking for a part-time or full-time position as liturgical musician and/or liturgy director. Total of eleven years experience in contemporary and traditional liturgical music, liturgical formation, design, and scripti. Chair of liturgy committee/commission. Will be relocating to the area due to spouse’s job. Please contact Christi at bwcf@mindspring.com. HLP-5980.

"Ours is a singing faith
All thanks to God be sung
By people here both far and near
In every land and tongue"

~ Jane Parker Huber

The National Association of Pastoral Musicians announces the establishment of the NPM Fund. Your contribution helps strengthen and support:

- Annual conventions
- Colloquia
- Certification programs
- Schools and institutes
- Scholarships for future leaders
- Publications
- And much, much more!

Please send your tax-deductible gift to:

The NPM Fund
P.O. Box 4207
Silver Spring, MD 20914-4207

Thanks for your support.
Concerts and Festivals

CALIFORNIA

Redlands
October 27
Concert featuring Renee Bondi at Redlands Christian Reform Church. Contact: (909) 798-2221.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington
October 20
Organ concert featuring Colin Carey, organist of the Chapel Royal at the Tower of London. Place: Ascension and St. Agnes Parish. Contact Haig Mardirosian at (202) 347-8161; fax: (202) 347-8036; e-mail: h.mardirosian@verizon.net; web: ascensionandsaintagnes.org.

WASHINGTON

November 2
All Souls Concert: Mozart Requiem, K.V. 626. Featuring the choirs of the Church of Ascension and St. Agnes, full orchestra, and soloists. Haig Mardirosian, conductor. Place: Ascension and St. Agnes Parish. Contact Haig Mardirosian at (202) 347-8161; fax: (202) 347-8036; e-mail: h.mardirosian@verizon.net; web: ascensionandsaintagnes.org.

RHODE ISLAND

Woonsocket
November 8
Concert at youth gathering featuring Bernie Choiniere. Contact Bernie at (978) 758-6841.

KYHOMING

Jackson Hole
November 1
Youth concert at Marian Eucharistic Convention featuring Bernie Choiniere. Contact Bernie at (978) 758-6841.

Conferences and Schools

CALIFORNIA

Hume Lake
October 5–6 and 12–13
Women’s Conference at Hume Lake Conference Center. Contact: (559) 251-6043.

COLORADO

Denver
December 5–8

KENTUCKY

Owensboro
November 3–4

INDIANA

Indianapolis
October 15–19

MARYLAND

Baltimore
November 14–17
Fourth International Convocation of the North...
With New Lectionary Readings!

Celebrating the Eucharist

Celebrating the Eucharist, a quarterly assembly missal for the renewed liturgy, combines the beauty you want and the readability parishioners need with the dignity the Word deserves. With a large repertoire of music, an easy-to-follow format, and comprehensive content, Celebrating the Eucharist makes you think again about what an assembly missal can—and should—do.

Parishes around the country agree...

We especially like the great number of prefaces, the many pages of hymns, the special masses, the Bob and Blanche Tappo, and personal prayers. We prefer yours to all the others.

Sincerely, Rev. Sylvia E. Beresford

I must compliment you on the changed format. It is like it very much. It is easy for the retreatants to use.

Good innovation!

Justice Joseph Marie, S.C.C.

Just a note to say how pleased I am with the new assembly missal! Excellent!

Rev. Donald O. Cliffe

THE LITURGICAL PRESS
St. John's Abbey P.O. Box 7500
Collegeville, MN 56321-7500
Phone: 1-800-858-5450, ext. 2226
www.litpress.org

...See for yourself.
Send for a FREE sample and more information.
American Forum on the Catechumenate. Theme: Compelled by the Love of Christ ... to Listen ... to Hear ... to Work ... to Recommit. Convocation leaders: Ray East, Jerry Galipeau, Rosa Monique Peña, Jacob Theckananth, Rose Bennett. Place: Baltimore Convention Center. Contact: (202) 529-9493, ext 26; fax: (202) 529-9497; e-mail: info@naforum.org; web: www.naforum.org.

NEBRASKA

Omaha
November 8-9
Symposium on the Saints. Keynote speakers include Brother Mickey McGrath, osus, and others. Place: Creighton University. Contact: Dr. Wendy M. Wright at (402) 280-2501.

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
November 16
Women of Virtue Conference, featuring Renee Bondi as speaker and vocalist. Contact: (800) 776-1070.

TEXAS

Houston
October 5-8

Retreats and Missions

ILLINOIS

Alhambra
November 9-13
Mission Days with closing concert featuring Father Jim Marchionda. Place: St. Catherine of Siena Parish. Contact: (309) 582-5737.

MARYLAND

Baltimore
November 15-17
Women's Retreat led by Brother Mickey McGurk, osus. Sponsored by World Library Publications. Place: The Oblate Retreat Center. Contact: World Library Publications, 3825 N. Willow Road, Schiller Park, IL 60176. Phone: (800) 566-6150; e-mail: wlpacs@jspaluch.com.

PENNSYLVANIA

Elkins Park
October 29-30
Overnight Retreat for Musicians and Liturgists with David Anderson. Place: Dominican Retreat House, Elkins Park, PA 19027. Contact: Helen Jauregut at (215) 782-8520, ext. 139; e-mail: hjauregut@hotmail.com.

WISCONSIN

Hartford
November 16-20

Schulmerich's New Generation 4" Electronic Carillons

Innovators since 1935, the people of Schulmerich have brought the sound of bells to people around the world.

And now our Generation 4" electronic carillons set the new standard — with a simple graphical interface, up to eight voices and eight clock chimes, custom peals and tolls, multichannel sound, and standard and customizable music libraries.

Not to mention the legendary sound of Schulmerich.

To learn more, call 800/772-3557, or visit www.SchulmerichBells.com.

Schulmerich Bells

Electronic Carillons • Cast Bell Carillons
Handbells • MelodyChime® Instruments
Camillus Hill • PO Box 967 • Syracuse, NY 13220-0967
215/377-7777 • 800/772-3557 • Fax: 215/377-1109
www.SchulmerichBells.com
music made fast

The world's fastest, smartest, easiest music notation software.

Designed by musicians for musicians, Sibelius 2 is as responsive and intuitive to use as your instrument itself, yet so powerful it can handle even the most complex musical tasks in the blink of an eye.

**fast**  Sibelius 2 offers powerful and unique features — such as automatic arranging and orchestration — that take you from composition to group performance in record time.

**smart**  Sibelius 2 — the newest release of this award-winning software — includes more than 200 new features and enhancements, making it the most comprehensive music notation software in the world.

**easy**  Our simple, intuitive interface lets you stay focused on writing music rather than on learning software.

To download a free demo, visit us at www.sibelius.com/pastor
For a free brochure and demo CD, call 888-474-2354.

―Sibelius is by far my favorite‖

Gerrit Gustafson,
songwriter/publisher
Only by Grace, Mighty is Our God

- Write any kind of music
- Scan printed music
- Realistic, expressive playback
- Windows & Macintosh compatible
Continuing Education and Familiarization

CANADA

French Canada: Montreal and Quebec
October 19-23
Subsidized Continuing Education Program for Music Directors. Contact Peter’s Way at (800) 443-6018; e-mail: ptrsway@coil.com; web: www.petersway.com.

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA

Munich, Salzburg, Vienna
November 7-13
Subsidized Continuing Education Program for Music Directors, European Masters. Contact Peter’s Way at (800) 443-6018; e-mail: ptrsway@coil.com; web: www.petersway.com.

IRELAND

Knock, Galway, Killarney, Clonmel, Dublin
October 21-28
Continuing Education and Familiarization Program for Music Directors, Land of Saints and Scholars. Contact Peter’s Way at (800) 443-6018; e-mail: ptrsway@coil.com; web: www.petersway.com.

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL

Madrid, Toledo, Fatima
November 15-22
Subsidized Continuing Education Program for Music Directors. Contact Peter’s Way at (800) 443-6018; e-mail: ptrsway@coil.com; web: www.petersway.com.

Pilgrimages and Retreats Overseas

FRANCE

Lourdes
October 7-16
Pilgrimage to Lourdes. Contact: (800) 225-7662; e-mail: peter@petersway.com; web: www.petersway.com.

IRELAND

Galway, Knock, Killarney, Cashel, Dublin
October 14-22
Nine-day retreat pilgrimage for priests. Contact: (800) 225-7662; e-mail: peter@petersway.com; web: www.petersway.com.

ITALY

Florence, Milan
October 31-November 9
Pilgrimage to Florence and Milan. Contact: (800) 225-7662; e-mail: peter@petersway.com; web: www.petersway.com.

Fatima, Lourdes, La Salette, Ars, Paray-le-Monial, Paris
November 4-13
Ten-day retreat pilgrimage for priests. Contact: (800) 225-7662; e-mail: peter@petersway.com; web: www.petersway.com.

Please send information for Calendar to: Rev. Lawrence Heiman, c.p.s., Rennselaer Program of Church Music and Liturgy, Saint Joseph’s College, PO Box 815, Rennselaer, IN 47876. Phone: (219) 866-6272; e-mail: lheiman@saintjoe.edu; fax: (219) 866-6100.

The Weekday Lectionary Study Edition

The newly approved translation of the readings for weekday Masses is now available to presiders, preachers and faithful alike in a convenient one-volume study edition. LTP’s study edition of the Weekday Lectionary, although not intended for use in the liturgy, offers many of the same features as its beautiful ritual volumes. The efficient two-column layout of the readings allows the user to view the first and gospel readings and the responsorial psalm together, with few page turns. The large, clear type—the same size as that found in LTP’s Sunday Lectionary study edition—is easy to read, and the book’s lie-flat binding allows it to remain open to the correct page while the user consults other resources and takes notes for homilies and study groups.

Those who attend daily Mass regularly will want a copy of this volume for their own prayerful preparation, as will presiders, liturgists, students and preachers. Those who plan and preside at daily services of the word or communion services will also need a copy to prepare reflections and practice readings. The parish library, sacristy and office can also benefit from this practical tool for preparing and celebrating daily Mass.

LECTIONARY FOR MASS
STUDY EDITION

Paperback
8½ x 10½, 1,016 pages
1-56854-446-4
Order code: WKLSE $44.95

LITURGICAL TRAINING PUBLICATIONS
1800 North Hermitage Ave
Chicago, IL 60622-3101
Phone 1-800-933-1800
Fax 1-800-933-7094
Website  www.ltp.org
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Sounds of the Season, Sounds for the Soul

Give the Gift of Quality Music to Family, Friends, and Colleagues

Upon a Calm and Quiet Night
Lee Goods and Greg Labs
A Christmas recording by the Schola Cantorum of Corpus Christi Cathedral. Titles include Prepare Ye the Way, Ave Maria, Angels We Have Heard on High, Silent Night, Campanas de Belen, Drummer Boy, O Holy Night, and more.

002409 CD $17.00

Come, Emmanuel
Ron Renkle
A compilation of Advent, Christmas and Epiphany hymns beautifully played on guitar and drawn from various time periods, including medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, and contemporary.

002292 CD $17.00 • 002290 Cassette $13.00

Away in a Manger
Laura Ketcher
An innovative collection of solo piano carol arrangements. Titles include Epiphany, Away in a Manger, The First Noel, What Child is This?, O Holy Night, and others.

002538 CD $17.00

Navidad, Navidad
(Christmas, Christmas)
Lorenzo Florid
Five traditional Advent and Christmas songs from Latin America along with seven new titles. You'll love La Vida y San Jos, which tells the story of the Nativity.

012506 CD $17.00

For the Beauty of the Earth
Laura Ketcher
Refreshing solo piano arrangements of favorite hymn tunes played with finesse and expertise. Includes Holy God, We Praise Thy Name, Improvisation on Ubi Caritas, All Creatures of Our God and King, O Come, O Come Emmanuel and more.

002536 CD $17.00 • 002535 Cassette $13.00

Divinum Mysterium
Liturgical Organists Consortium
A collection of classic, sacred organ music for the Christmas season. Recorded at St. John’s Cathedral in Milwaukee.

002922 CD $17.00

Shall We Gather
Jerry Caliposo
A series of piano solos, including stylistic interpretations and improvisations of many beloved songs and hymns. Highlights include Veni Creator Spiritus, America the Beautiful, More Eyes Have Seen the Glory, Shaker Song, Amazing Grace, and nine others for listening pleasure.

002528 CD $17.00 • 002527 Cassette $13.00

Ave Maria: Gregorian Chants
Conducted by Lucien Diess
Awarded France’s Grand Prix de l’Académie du Disque (equivalent to the USA’s Grammy®). Diess considers this his best chant recording. Enjoy its excellence over and over.

002262 CD $17.00 • 002260 Cassette $13.00

Hope in the Lord
Paul A. Tise
This vibrant collection draws upon the imagery of Advent, although many of the titles are appropriate throughout the year. Songs include Turn to the Lord in Your Need, You Have Me, Like a Deer, Mansions! Come, Lord, Of the Father’s Love Begotten, and nine more.

007375 CD $17.00 • 007376 Cassette $13.00

Latin High Mass for Nostalgic Catholics
Omer Wetendorf and the Bonaventure Choir
A tribute to the enchanting music of Catholic heritage. Includes common chants of the Mass and some beloved songs such as Pange Lingua and Ave Maria.

002280 CD $17.00 • 002282 Cassette $13.00

World Library Publications
3825 North Willow Road
Schiller Park, Illinois 60176-2309
800-566-6130 Fax 888-957-3291
www.wlpmusic.com
Reviews

Hymnals

Swift Currents and Still Waters


Rev. Dr. John A. Dalles is the pastor of Wekiva Presbyterian Church in Longwood, Florida. His hymn texts have appeared in numerous Presbyterian hymnals in the United States and Canada.

This current collection has sixty-five new hymn texts complete with an index of tunes (fifty-five well-known tunes, some used more than once). Additional indexes include a listing of first lines and titles, a metrical index, a list of composers and sources for the tunes, a liturgical and topical index, a list of hymns for the Christian year, and an index of Scripture passages related to the hymns.

Pastor Dalles writes with the conviction of a wise and experienced pastor who wants to place worthy theological and social truths before the users of this resource. His understanding of worshipers shows in his easily understood texts, colorful symbols and similes, as well as in his true poetic artistry and very good versification.

This is a volume for all connected with the church, especially for those whose personal belief falls within Presbyterian tenets. Pastors, liturgists, deacons, choir members, sanctuary attendants, parish councils—in one word, everybody—would find multiple religious riches in this new collection. It is worthy of examination and use by worshipers in our day.

Awake Our Hearts to Praise


The Rev. Dr. Herman Stuempfe, lyricist of "On Emmanuel's Road," commissioned for the NPM Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Convention, is the author of several books on preaching, theology, and hymn texts. In a distinguished career, he has served as a Lutheran pastor and in several capacities at Gettysburg Seminary in Pennsylvania: as an administrative board member, professor of preaching, dean, and seminary president.

His previous collections of hymn texts include The Word Goes Forth (GIA, 1993) and Redeeming the Time (GIA, 1997). Dr. Stuempfe's texts have also been published by The Hymn Society of the United States and Canada, and they are found in numerous hymnals and choral works.

This new collection contains seventy-five texts. His hymns offer a variety of resources for worship leaders, church musicians, parishioners, and those interested in composing contemporary hymns and tunes. He brings a broad vision to these texts, offering in them striking symbols; literary finesse; and the ability to give the worshiper a text worthy of singing, valuable for information, and rich in solid theological impact. Dr. Stuempfe's writing abounds with scriptural references, pastoral insight, and an eloquent sense of prayer.

In addition to helpful indexes, one thoughtful touch in this collection is the inclusion of four-part accompaniment to tunes not so familiar or brand new. This collection is valuable as a personal prayer book, a hymn book, a reference source, and a meditative handbook.

_James M. Burns_ Newman's poem with reverence and respect. This is the most uncompromising, solemn, and beautiful piece in the collection, appropriate for funerals and memorial services. At the other end of the spectrum lies "The Hand of God" (G-5663, $1.10) with its exotic percussion and absence of melodic support for the singers. This intense setting of Psalm 145 would require some nervy work, but it would be talked about for weeks after its performance.

The standard arpeggiated keyboard lines that populate some of the pieces are, if not interesting, at least less obtrusive than one would normally expect. But it is when these are abandoned and a truly rhythmic keyboard structure is attempted, as in "Echo of Faith" (G-5670, $1.40), that these pieces pop.

Kate Cuddy's contribution to the collection—"With This Bread" (G-5668, $1.40)—is interesting both rhythmically and structurally. The rhythm is not difficult, just a bit tricky for the congregation. In the midst of a standard verse-and-refrain structure there is a "vocal interlude" to be sung by a quartet or a small group of singers. This device elevates the piece, giving it a resonance it would otherwise lack.

Joe Pellegrino

Choral Recitative

All the items reviewed in this section are from GIA Publications.

My God, My God, Why Have You Abandoned Me? Jonathan Rothman. Cantor, keyboard or guitar, opt. flute or other wood instrument, and congregation. G-5234, $4.00. An entry in the GIA Cantor/Congregation Series, this piece is a splendid marriage of music and text. This setting of Psalm 22 is supported by a very simple minor chord progression that paints beautifully the repetition of the lament in the text. The subtle variations in the progression through the verses may be difficult to enunciate clearly on a guitar, but they can be brought out nicely on the keyboard.
Suzuki ToneChimes

They're The Most!

Most Innovative
Precision crafted from fine lightweight aluminum, Suzuki ToneChimes have adjustable clapper heads for variable expression and overtone tuning for perfect harmonics. Beautiful yet cost effective ways to share the music.

Most Comfortable
Only Suzuki ToneChimes feature tubular bells with rounded tone chambers. They're easy to hold and easy to play for extended periods.

Most Affordable
Bring the beauty of handbell playing to your school, church or musical ensemble with the lowest cost Chimes available today. Don't pay more!

Most Beautiful Sound
Suzuki ToneChimes have the highest standard in quality and projectable sound than any other manufacturer of Chime instruments.

Most Expandable
Start with our affordable 2 octave, 25 note set. Add sets as your experience level increases. 3rd octave, 4th octave and new 5th octave bass note add on sets put on a spectacular show!

Most Convenient
Rugged, heavy duty padded travel cases (models HB-25/12a/12b). 25 note set has wheels and pull handle — another Suzuki exclusive! ToneChime tables are both beautiful and functional.

Most Educational
Suzuki ToneChime method books show you a step by step approach on how it's done, even if you've never played before. Scored for 25 notes in 5 volumes.

Call Today For A Full Color Brochure. Don't Start Class Without One!

1-800-854-1594

Suzuki

P.O. Box 261030, San Diego, CA 92196
www.suzukimusic.com

Mini Recorder Whistle with Every Order!
You Who Were Rich. John Worst. SATB, organ, and flute. G-5469, $1.40. This traditional French carol, supporting a poem by Frank Houghton, is elegant in its simplicity. Quietly and gently, this piece reflects on the Christmas story. The part-writing is kind to the voices and certainly not difficult for even an inexperienced choir. One or two rehearsals would have this piece up to performance speed.

O Lord, the Guardian of My Heart. Carol Browning. Choir, congregation, keyboard, guitar, opt. flute and cello. G-5106, $1.30. This piece is certainly more than the sum of its parts. Taken part by part, the vocal lines, instrumental parts, melody, and even the text are nothing spectacular. Woven together, however, this piece becomes magical. Perhaps it is the subtle building through the verses, or the sweet mixture of flute and cello in fine mellifluous lines, or the coda with its cadential formulae that we have in our ears from birth that makes this music worth performing with sincerity and commitment.

Sanctify Me. V. Michael McKay. SATB and piano. G-5592, $1.30. It is difficult to notate on paper the spirit of African-American church music. This setting avoids the usual pitfalls, such as appeals to dialect pronunciations, notation that only approximates the desired sound, an unsustainable tessitura for the choir, or, worst of all, the editorial marking noting performance “with a Gospel feel” (one of the worst examples of circular logic in music today). Instead, McKay produces a vibrant piece, rhythmically challenging but accurate, on a traditional theme. I would avoid the guitar chart unless you’re a session player, but the piano part as written will spark this setting. This composition will require real work, not just feeling your way through, but it will reward your efforts.

Concertato on Blessed Feasts of Blessed Martyrs and There’s a Wideness in God’s Mercy. Robert J. Powell. SATB, congregation, organ, and brass quintet. G-5125, $1.40. This instantly recognizable tune gets a great treatment here. Unlike many such large settings, in this piece the quintet is an integral part of the composition, working through the performance, playing off the organ and the vocal lines with great skill. Powell works the interplay between the organ and the quintet especially well in the call-and-response interlude before the final verse. This is a great setting to show off your brass.

Ring Out the Glad Tidings. Clark Kimberling. SATB and two handbells. G-5123, $1.00. If you’re just starting a bell choir or are looking for an easy way to integrate your choir, this is a fine piece to work on. Its rhythm is tricky, but the vocal lines imitate the open fifths of the bells, so there’s not much melodic work to do. The text is simple and repetitive, but that’s not the point: The clear, crunchy, archaic sound of this composition will grab and hold your attention.

When in Our Music God Is Glorified. Charles V. Stanford and Fred Pratt Green, ed. Russell Schulz-Widmar. SATB and organ. G-5518, $1.30. This is the English cathedral sound at its best. It is not a particularly difficult work, although it may take a bit of time to get these harmonies back in your ear if you’ve been away from them for a while. There is variety in the marshalling of forces within the choir, a call for lyrical organ playing and sensitive stop selection, and a big ending.

Joe Pellegino
Books

Christ We Proclaim


At the beginning of the Vatican II reforms, most musicians were, not surprisingly, concerned about music for the Mass and getting the whole assembly to realize its musical role. People realized, of course, that there were other rites besides the Eucharist, but these were only celebrated occasionally, often out of sight of the Sunday assembly.

But the rites of the Roman Catholic Church are many—and all of them are musical. Of these rites, certainly the most important are those pertaining to the building up of the church itself: the rites of Christian initiation. This new resource, Christ We Proclaim, provides a complete musical analysis of the rites of Christian initiation from the period of the pre-catechumenate to Pentecost Sunday. The great virtue of this book is not only the inclusion of careful analysis of the rites and their musical possibilities or even the extensive musical suggestions—including a coding of the suggestions that reflects the character of the music. The great virtue of this book is that, in addition to all of these resources, it includes all the rites of initiation. Pastoral musicians need not refer to a number of different books in preparing these rites: All is contained here.

Some music is printed in this resource book—and a good deal of that is the work of the editor—along with additional suggestions. Three volumes of the accompaniment to much of the suggested music—recorded on three compact disks—rounds out this exploration of music for initiation.

Not surprisingly, since this is an OCP publication, most of the music that Walker suggests is from that publishing company. This would have been a better resource if it had included suggestions from all the major publishers serving congregations in the United States. Some of the suggestions that are made might be questioned as to their appropriateness for a specific part of the initiation rites, and even more serious questions could be raised about the music that is particularly pertinent to Holy Week and the Triduum. One especially noticeable omission from Walker’s suggested repertoire is the Easter Vigil Alleluia that signals the church’s resumption of singing the Alleluia after the lengthy Lenten penitential period of “fasting” from that acclamation. Walker does not even mention this traditional chant! And the Gospel acclamations suggested by him do not fill the bill for this particular piece of ritual music that is, at the Vigil, really more response psalm than Gospel processional.

In conclusion, this book is highly recommended. The pastoral advice provided by Walker, with his approach to singing the liturgy, is wise indeed. The publication of this text should encourage the development of additional books like it that facilitate the work of pastoral musicians in preparing the liturgies of marriage, anointing, funerals, and the other rites.

Frank Quinn, OP

Open Doors to New Audiences!

with WORLD CULTURAL TOURS

"Experience the Difference"

- University Ensembles
- College Chorales
- Church Choirs
- School Music Groups

10 River Road, Suite 205, Uxbridge, MA 01569
Tel: 508-278-9971 Fax: 508-278-9972
www.worldculturaltours.com
sales@worldculturaltours.com

Let our experience make all the difference in your next performance tour abroad.
The Celtic Soul Friend


Father Sellner is a professor of pastoral theology and spirituality at the College of St. Catherine in St. Paul, Minnesota, and an expert on Celtic spirituality. In this work, he suggests that Christianity, at least in popular practice in Ireland and other Celtic nations, was originally successful largely because it incorporated those elements of older beliefs that missionaries found compatible with Christianity as they understood it. In effect, then, Father Sellner offers us a study of successful inculturation of a Mediterranean belief system (Christianity) as it was introduced among people with a very different worldview and set of beliefs.

The value of this book for pastoral musicians, clergy, and other NPM members is twofold. First, it offers a cogent description of the “soul friend” form of spiritual direction, one that may be performed as readily by lay people as by members of the clergy and by women as well as by men. The second value is the way this history of Celtic spirituality highlights the importance of poetry and music in prayer and spirituality. The strong connection that Father Sellner finds between poetry, music, ritual, and the roots of Celtic Christianity may make it more possible to find ways of re-inculturating the Latin Rite in ways that allow a richer expression of this spirituality.

The Cathedral at the Heart of Los Angeles


Designed to serve as an introduction to the new Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels, this short but beautiful work is an icon of what a cathedral might be in any city dedicated to a unified vision of the church’s work in worship, theology, art, and service.

It is, first of all, a lovely book that provides a first glimpse, in stunning photographs by Tom Bonner, of the dramatic new cathedral built to replace the older Cathedral of St. Vibiana, damaged by a series of earthquakes that finally made it unusable. Two impressions of the space emerge from the photos. The first is of a building filled with light emanating through the alabaster windows. The second impression comes from one of the two main sets of tapestries designed by Ojai artist John Nava, the primary decoration on the walls. The Tapestries of the Communion of Saints, which line the walls on either side of the congregation, remind all who gather in this space that what we do at worship is only part of the eternal liturgy that we celebrate with the saints and angels.

But the pictures are only part of this book, and as wonderful as the images are, the really significant part of this taste-test of the new cathedral is the text. Written by Dr. Michael Downey, professor of systematic theology and spirituality at St. John Seminary and Cardinal Mahony’s personal theologian, it is a series of brief, poetic, deeply moving, and rich reflections on what a cathedral—and this new cathedral in particular—is all about. Everyone associated with the life of a diocesan cathedral (and that would include, in one way or another, most pastoral musicians and clergy) should read and reflect on Downey’s comments on the cathedral. His text is a challenge to all of us to let the cathedral be what it should be: the place where we do what is central to our faith and life as church, the place in which we know we are in God.

Gordon E. Truitt
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Examine New Music Without the Hassle

WLP CHORAL SUBSCRIPTION

Three seasonal mailings arrive in plenty of time to plan and order:

- The best new choral selections
- Treasures from our library
- Liturgical and ritual music you can really use
- Suggestions for appropriate use
- Full copies of actual octavos
- Complete demo recording on CD or cassette (your choice)

Over $100 worth of octavos and recordings for only $25 per year!

Order now from: WLP Customer Care
Phone: 1-800-566-0150 • Fax: 1-888-957-3291
E-mail wlp@napal.com • Web: www.wlpmusic.com
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Christ Present . . . When the Church Prays and Sings!
July 14–18, 2003  Cincinnati, Ohio

Celebrating . . .

♦ Forty Years
since the ratification of the
*Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy*

♦ Fifty Years
since the promulgation of the
*Revised Rites of Holy Week*

♦ One Hundred Years
since the publication of
Pope St. Pius X’s *motu proprio*
on sacred music,
*Tra le sollecitudini*

Featuring . . .

♦ Plenum Addresses
on the assembly, the church,
ministry, and transformation

♦ Events
multicultural celebration, organ
concerts, performances, hymn
festival, handbell festival,
children’s choir festival, NPM
Honors Choir, and “rockin’ by
the river”

♦ Educational Opportunities
DMMD Institute, Music Educa-
tors’ Day, Handbell Institute,
breakout sessions

♦ Prayer
the Liturgy of the Hours,
convention Eucharist, and other
times for personal and
communal prayer

♦ Plus
exhibits, showcases, organ crawl,
liturgical space tour, and much,
much more!

Locations . . .

♦ Convention Center
The Cincinnati Convention
Center is located in the heart of
downtown Cincinnati, connected
to all major hotels, shopping,
and restaurants by an enclosed
skywalk.

♦ Hotels
Millennium Hotel Cincinnati:
Convention Headquarters;
Four Points by Sheraton,
Cincinnati Downtown;
Hilton Netherland Plaza;
Hyatt Regency Cincinnati;
Crowne Plaza Cincinnati;
The Westin Cincinnati

♦ Churches
Cathedral of St. Peter in Chains,
Cincinnati;
Cathedral Basilica of the
Assumption, Covington;
plus other area churches

*Full convention brochures will be
mailed to all NPM members and
parishes early in 2003. And watch
future issues of *Pastoral Music* for
additional details!*
The major benefit I received from this NPM convention is... meeting old friends and making new ones... meeting new people and learning they're going through the same things in their parishes that I am... that they're doing the same things I do... networking... camaraderie... affirmation of my gifts... empowerment... hope... an affirmation that we're on the right track... renewal... renewed interest in my ministry after severe burnout... energy for ministry... a shot in the arm... a sense of the Holy Spirit at work... practical, hands-on help... an opportunity to be ministered to... a chance to get away from my own town... learning how to improve my singing... inspiration from youth involvement... beautiful, powerful, inspiring liturgies... fantastically beautiful Eucharist... it was a total retreat experience for me... a challenge to some entrenched patterns... exploration of acculturation and multicultural issues... experience of multiculturalism... exploration of evangelization through sung liturgy... the encouraging idea that I can do things differently... a better understanding of liturgy... a sense of awe for our liturgy... a sense of awe about what is possible for cathedral music... being part of the American church... being in the company of the church's community of musicians... a better sense of my own spirituality... humility... courage... working with the best in the Catholic music field... education... learning how to improve liturgy with children... a fantastic music educator track... sessions on children's choir... people with a variety of viewpoints working toward the same goal... a greater awareness that "high church" and "low church" can serve authentic prayer in harmony... the cohesive, positive approach to the theme of hope... the wonderful music... new music... the most moving music of the greatest variety... the beauty of well-trained choirs... powerful and inspiring concerts... hearing all the participants break into four-part harmony... useful information... food for thought... the wonderful breakout sessions... learning to make the best of what you have to work with... meeting with other NPM chapter directors... opportunities to brainstorm with other organizers and music directors... an introduction to NPM and its members... learning that NPM is striving to continue the mission of the church by educating musicians and liturgists in areas of greatest need and keeping the dialogue open... dialogues in the plenum sessions... learning how to teach a choir how to breathe... good ideas on music ensemble technique... a greater knowledge of chant... a new perspective on choreography and danced prayer... learning what a music director is required to do... new ideas about including the congregation as participants... a reminder that preparation is crucial... good balance of workshops and showcases... showcases... handouts at the breakouts... excellent cantor workshop... hearing music performed (and prayed) by the composers... meeting composers... buying music... sessions with James Jordan... with Lynn Trapp... Paul French... Marty Haugen... Clara Dina Hinojoa... Bonnie Faber... John Bell... Jim Chepponis... Boston Choir... Ed Foley... Ron Fabry... "yellow shirt" hospitality... the liturgical space tour... seeing historic Girls and Boys Town... a lot of little things... refreshing weather... the ice cream social... I want to come again.

At future conventions, we should have more (better)... singing by everyone... LifeTeen music... music written before 1960... Gospel/African-American/jazz/blues music... popular Christian music... country, rock, folk guitar...
beautiful experiences of classical music... J. S. Bach... music using inclusive language... verses in various languages... balance between "low" and "high" church music... accessible music... Anglo composers and concerts... "name" composers... handbells... use of pipe organs... worship in spaces designed for worship... prayerful services like those led by youth at this convention... Eastern Rite prayer... opportunities for prayer... multicultural prayer... youth choirs... bishop-presiders who sing, like Bishop Clark... exposure to the Catholic Church in other countries... ecumenical perspective... inspirational (not academic) plenum speakers... plenum speakers who speak to us, not over our heads... substance... music in plenum sessions... local rather than nationally known keynoters... musicians as keynoters... women as presenters... dynamic presenters... bishops who aren't afraid to speak the truth... opportunities to interact with clinicians one-on-one... time to dialogue with plenum speakers... times for breakout sessions... time to eat... time for exhibits... free time... nap time... time to regroup... time to sit and visit... time... opportunities to jam... social activities such as dances and cocktail parties... organ concerts... hymn festivals... youth participation... better descriptions of breakout sessions... advanced-level workshops... longer workshop sessions... sessions about communion outside of Mass... varied sessions for clergy... sessions on the Enneagram... on copyright law... on the use of electronic instruments (MIDI, keyboards) in combination with traditional instruments... on getting young people actively involved... on music and liturgy in African-American communities... on planning for the upcoming liturgical year... dance workshops... forum for new composers... for guitarists and contemporary ensembles... for pianists... sessions on recruiting and training good cantors... small, short panel presentations... handouts... choral sessions featuring music by other companies than the Big Three... chances for the little guys to show their stuff... sessions on building up the musical treasury of the church... sessions on adult initiation... space in the breakout sessions... recording of breakout sessions... help navigating the balance between Vatican directives and pastoral liturgy... practical examples in workshops... opportunities to share our own experiences... team building... opportunities for confession and reconciliation... a chance to pray the rosary together (multi-lingually)... industry showcases... Advent and Christmas music at showcases... concerts... women-focused concerts and theater events... large directional signs... hospitality... elevators... directions for emergency services (e.g., hospitals)... discounts (e.g., for retired pastoral musicians who want to remain in NPM)... selection of hotels and cities... hotels with hot tubs... soundproofing between breakout rooms... information about food and restaurant options... food available at mealtime meetings... meals together... rehearsals for events... proofreading of the convention book... larger print in the convention book... space between chairs... space for exhibits... exhibitors... exhibitors selling gift items... water... bathrooms... air conditioning in churches... name tags with the state in larger letters... a concluding blessing of musicians... fun... more of the same.

And less (fewer)... academic plenum addresses... long plenum addresses... plenum addresses... plenum dialogues... priests and nuns as plenum speakers... speeches in a cathedral that is great for singing but horrible for the speaking voice... speakers who moan about the condition of the world without giving real solutions... esoteric stuff for those of us in the trenches... criticism of decisions from Rome... talking but more working with participants... multimedia presentations... music that will last only ten to twenty years... "name" composers... cantors imitating pop idols... solo singing... loud instrumental music... drums at morning prayer... morning prayer on buses... amplification... concert-like liturgies... elaborate prayer services... incense... Latin... bi-lingual worship (it's too confusing)... multicultural music (when in America do as Americans do—speak English)... liturgy that moves at a snail's pace... complex, unsingable choral music... sitting in hard, straight pews... dancers... workshops that are only sales pitches... pressure to buy T-shirts... breakouts... concerts... conflicting choices at the same time... early morning activities... evening events... late starts and overruns of scheduled end times... cell phones ringing during sessions... air conditioning in hotels... dirty hotels... un-air-conditioned churches... heat... poor lighting... room changes... travel between convention sites... bumpy bus rides... long, slow elevator trips... walking... free time.
Celebrate Your Song

Since 1986 Patrician Journeys has been designing performance tours for Choirs like yours. Experience your song in the great cities of Rome, London, Dublin, Vienna, Paris, Montreal...in magnificent Cathedrals and Monasteries...in mountaintop settings...in breathtaking Chapels and Major Shrines throughout Europe and North America. Echo sacred melodies in Monastic Celtic Ruins or in the Missions of our American Southwest.

- Unique Country Combinations
- Joint Performances with Local Choirs
- Exclusive Composer Series for Children’s Choirs
- Spiritual Reflection Weeks
- Directors Discovery Tours throughout Europe

Realize your dream as we design an itinerary around your specific requirements. Patrician Journeys strives to achieve a balance between sightseeing, performing, traveling, and leisure. Our staff, jointly accredited in music and travel, assure that your every expectation will be met. A Liturgical Musician from our company will personally escort your tour. We believe your journey should be the best experience available.

For the memory of a lifetime you are invited to contact us...

Our Home Office
1~800~344~1443
Global Phone) 973-992-3938 Fax) 973-992-9804
Email: info@patricianjourneys.com

Visit our WebSite
www.patricianjourneys.com
Review our 2002~2003 Schedule of Events and Offerings

For the Very Best In Custom Designed Travel and Music Tours

Patrician Journeys, Inc.
Where Your Possibilities Are as Endless as Your Imagination
THE Diane Bish SIGNATURE SERIES

"Diane Bish Signature Series organs capture the essence of my favorite organs from around the world. I've included features and sounds that are sure to be your favorites as well."

Distinctive voices skillfully selected by Diane Bish, Allen's revolutionary Renaissance™ technology, SoundMatrix™, and Virtual Acoustics™ combine in these two exciting consoles to create instruments that encourage organists to achieve new heights of musical splendor! Special engravings, ornamental angels and gold trim details adorn the 80 Stop Edition, while both consoles include an etched Signature Series brass plaque and other unique touches personally chosen by "The First Lady of the Organ."

Call Allen today at 610-966-2202 for a free product brochure or visit an Allen Organ representative near you.

Diane Bish Signature Series Features:
- 16 memory capture action
- Red tutti buttons and felt treatment
- Special illuminated music rack
- Console Controller™
- OST™ (Optical Sensing Technology) Keying

Allen organs®

150 Locust Street P O Box 36 Macungie PA 18062-0036 USA
Phone: 610-966-2202 • Fax: 610-965-3098
E-mail: aosales@allenorgan.com
Web site: www.allenorgan.com